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Abstract
Some indigenous and local communities (ILCs) play a crucial role in the conservation of the world’s

biodiversity. With article 8J, the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) recognises such role and

calls Contracting Parties to respect, preserve and maintain their knowledge, innovations and practices

(TK) through the Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) regulatory framework. To achieve all three goals of

the CBD, Parties need to act towards the preservation of the link between TK and the ecosystem,

natural resources, cultural and spiritual values and customary laws shaped within the socio-

ecological context of the communities and embodied in their bio-cultural heritage.

The international community, currently negotiating the framework of an international regime on

ABS, concentrated mostly on the side of the users of genetic resources and associated TK. However,

the preservation of the role of ILCs for the planet’s biodiversity cannot be guaranteed only through

the issue of regulations and guidelines for users. ILCs need to be put in the position to play an active

role in the negotiation and implementation of agreements for the access and sharing of benefits

arising from the utilization of their knowledge and resources.

The aim of this study is to verify how far ILCs need to comply with the following “requirements” in

order to negotiate agreements that can truly contribute to the conservation and sustainable use of

biodiversity. Such requirements are: the bio-cultural heritage of the community is preserved and

respected by its members; a good governance system is in place; enough money and time are

available. In order to verify my hypothesis I conducted semi-structured interviews with two San

tribes, the Khwe and the #Khomani, in three communities in the South African Kalahari and in the

Botswana Okavango Delta. Through socio-cultural questions I explored the conditions of the

negotiations and the consequences of the Hoodia Benefit Sharing agreement and of a hypothetical

new agreement.

The results of my study support my hypothesis and also suggest some further considerations on the

conditions under which Benefit Sharing agreements can really help the achievement of the CBD

goals. ILCs need to be holders of full rights over their lands; if their lands’ biodiversity has been

depleted, article 8j needs to be linked to article 10d so that Parties have to implement remedial

actions for the restoration of those lands; if a good community governance is in place and enough

money and time are available, Benefit Sharing agreements can help indigenous and local

communities that have already lost their bio-cultural heritage to advocate for their rights, restore

their identities and  sustainably develop.
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In my conclusions, I suggest the inclusion in the new ABS regime of the bio-cultural community

protocols, an instrument conceived by the South African NGO Natural Justice to help ILCs  negotiate

Benefit Sharing agreements that act towards the fulfillment of the CBD goals.
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Introduction1.1. The Convention on Biological Diversity
In 1992, at the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit, a new approach towards the use of natural resources

and the development of human kind was proclaimed with the negotiation and opening for signature

of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).

The CBD, that counts today 191 Parties, recognises the importance of biodiversity for the present

and future generations and, on the basis of the common but differentiated responsibilities principle1,

recognises that the developed countries, that have already depleted their natural resources, have

the obligation to assist the developing ones in the common task to protect the Earth’s ecosystems.

The CBD has a goal-nature, so it only commits Parties to goals and not to specific targets. The

achievement of such goals, stated in article 1 - the conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable

use of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization

of genetic resources - is to be fulfilled with in-situ and ex-situ policies and actions. Articles 8, 9, 11, 12,

13 and 14 list some policies and actions that Contracting Parties are invited to undertake to achieve

such goals, i.e.: creation of protected areas, control of genetically modified organisms, restoration of

degraded ecosystems, prevention of introduction and eradication of invasive species, development

of conservation-orientated national legislations, captive breeding and reintroduction of endangered

species and creation of environmental impact assessment procedures, only to list a few. These

interventions are not specific obligations for Parties. In fact, the CBD has no compliance mechanisms

and relies on Parties’ national legislations to be implemented.

1 The principle of common but differentiated responsibilities was affirmed for the first time in Principle 7 of the Rio

Declaration. In the Declaration the Parties recognise the different contributions to the current state of depletion of the

environment, the different needs for development and the different financial and technical capabilities to protect and

restore the environment of developed and developing countries. Therefore it acknowledges the stronger responsibility of

developed countries toward the conservation of biodiversity (Sands, 2003).
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1.2. The Access and Benefit-Sharing framework
The provisions contained in articles 8j, 10c and 15 of the CBD set out an international framework for

the Access and Benefits Sharing (ABS) of States’ genetic resources and of indigenous and local

communities’ Traditional Knowledge (TK).

Article 15 of the CBD, together with article 3, recognises the sovereign rights of States over their

natural resources. It means that national governments have the right to determine the terms of

access to their genetic resources. Such access is subject to the Prior Informed Consent (PIC) of the

providing Party and shall be granted on Mutually Agreed Terms (MAT) between the providing Party

and the user - may it be a company, an academic institution or another Party - and the benefits

arising from the utilization of such genetic resources shall be shared in a fair and equitable way.

Article 10c calls Parties to encourage customary use of natural resources under the guidance of

traditional cultural practices of indigenous and local communities.

Finally, article 8j states that Parties shall respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations

and practices (TK)2 of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for

the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider application

with the approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices and

encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of such knowledge,

innovations and practices.

Basically, the ABS framework calls private companies, scientific institutions, researchers and any

other user of genetic resources or TK to set up contractual arrangements with the providers of such

resources or knowledge to set the terms of the access and of the fair and equitable sharing of the

benefits arising from their utilization. Such arrangements may have different natures – Benefit

Sharing agreements, partnerships, collaborations - but shall always be characterized by PIC, MAT

and fair and equitable sharing of benefits.

2 In line with the terminology used during the IR-ABS debates (Natural Justice, 2009), from now on “knowledge, innovation

and practices of ILCs” will be referred to as Traditional Knowledge (TK) and “TK relevant for the conservation and

sustainable use of biodiversity” will be referred to as “associated TK”.
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To date, a number of ABS contractual agreements, partnerships and collaborations have been

negotiated across different sectors - pharmaceutics, biotechnology, seed and crop production,

cosmetics, horticulture and many others (Laird and Wynberg, 2008) – and have involved different

stakeholders and different types of benefits – monetary and non-monetary, technology transfer,

capacity building, research collaborations.

Some examples of ABS arrangements have been reported in a study commissioned by the CBD VII

Conference of Parties (CoP) to the two ABS experts Sarah Laird3 and Rachel Wynberg4 (2008). The

seven case studies they describe are representative of the variety of arrangements that can be

negotiated under the ABS framework. Case Study 7 reports the Hoodia agreement, signed between

the San indigenous people and the South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research that I

more extensively recount in the Background section.

Guidelines and tools for the ABS framework

The CBD sets out a very general ABS framework and delegates Contracting Parties to effectively

implement it  through the development of adequate national regulations.

In 2002, driven by the fear that the lack of a clear framework and the delay of most of the Parties to

create their national ABS legislations could undermine the discovery and development of new

technologies and products, the CBD Parties adopted the Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic

Resources and Fair and Equitable Sharing of the Benefits Arising out of their Utilization. They are a

set of non-binding guidelines that may serve as inputs when developing and drafting legislative,

administrative or policy measures on access and benefit-sharing (part I.A.1). The Guidelines list the

responsibilities and obligations of users – in particular towards ILCs - and providers; they outline the

steps to be undertaken when entering ABS negotiations; they provide suggestions of the elements

to include in the material transfer agreements and examples of monetary and non-monetary

benefits.

In 2007 the International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) published the Access and

Benefit Sharing Management Tools (ABS-MTs). They provide a best practice guide for users and

providers of genetic resources to comply with the Bonn Guidelines and with the provisions of the

CBD.

3 People and Plant International (Laird and Wynberg, 2008).
4 Environmental Evaluation Unit, University of Cape Town (Laird and Wynberg, 2008).
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As with most documents approved with consensus by the international community, the Bonn

Guidelines, are general, non exhaustive and open to different interpretations. In fact, two months

before their adoption the newly formed group of the Like-Minded MegaDiversity (LMMD) Countries

– 11 developing countries that alone house more than the 70% of the Planet’s biodiversity5 –

expressed their concern over the limitations of various international instruments to protect

effectively the legitimate interests of the countries of origin of biodiversity (Cancun Declaration,

February 2002). The following September, under a LMMD countries’ proposal, the World Summit

on Sustainable Development (WSSD) called the international community to: “negotiate within the

framework of the Convention on Biological Diversity, bearing in mind the Bonn Guidelines, an

international regime to promote and safeguard the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising out

of the utilization of genetic resources”. The International Regime on Access and Benefit-Sharing (IR-

ABS) has so far been negotiated at CBD Conferences of Parties and at the Ad-Hoc Open-ended

Working Groups on ABS (WG-ABS) to which ILCs, relevant stakeholders and NGOs have been invited

to submit views and proposals. With Decision IX/12, in May 2008, CoP 9 established three groups of

technical and legal experts that were called to discuss three main topics: compliance; concepts,

terms, working definitions and sectoral approaches; and traditional knowledge associated with

genetic resources.

Even though the deadline - the 10th CBD CoP, in 2010 – is getting closer, there are still many

controversies on the board. The nature of the regime is not clear yet: will the regime be binding –

as the LMMD countries ask for -, or non binding, or a combination of binding and non-binding

provisions? The debate is still open on whether the regime shall apply only to genetic resources or

also to derivates, biological resources, traditional knowledge and derivates of TK associated with

genetic resources. A number of key questions still need to be answered, i.e.: what are the terms of

fair and equitable sharing of benefits? What use should be done of the benefits – shall providers be

bound to use them to help the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity? What is the most

appropriate compliance mechanism? Who holds the right to grant access to genetic resources –

ILCs, sovereign States or other stakeholders?

The focus of my research

The focus of my research is on contractual agreements regarding Benefit Sharing and access to ILCs’

TK. The heart of the CBDs regulatory framework regarding ILCs is article 8j which commits Parties to

respect, preserve and maintain TK and to share the benefits arising from its utilization.

5 Today the LMM is composed by: Bolivia, Brazil, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Democratic Republic of Congo, Ecuador, India,

Indonesia, Kenya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Philippines, South Africa, Venezuela.
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In my opinion, in line with the South African NGO Natural Justice (see Appendix I) – that provided me

with theoretical and practical support during my study –, article 8j goes beyond assigning TK an

economic value and calling for the share of the benefits arising from its introduction into the trade

market. In fact, it calls Parties to set the adequate framework to use the economic value of TK as a

means to protect biodiversity by preserving the lifestyles of ILCs which are beneficial to its

conservation.

Keeping in mind the need to achieve all the three CBD goals, I started my research posing myself the

question: how can article 8j and the ABS regulatory framework, really help the protection of

biodiversity and provide an incentive for sustainable development?

To answer this question I approached the interpretation of article 8j starting from the idea that:

" biodiversity is in those areas, geographically, that have had, frankly, the least human intervention

at industrial level, which tend to be those areas where indigenous groups tend to be prevalent and

they have been really really good stewards of that biodiversity".

Dalindyebo Shabalala - Center for International Environmental Law, South Africa (Gaberell and

Waeber ,2008)

This is a clear recognition of the key role that some indigenous people have had and still have in the

preservation of the surviving biodiversity of the planet. During their history these communities

have developed a harmonious relationship with their lands and have learnt to take only as much as

they were able to give back. The direct link existing between their lands and biodiversity and their

needs, taught them to respect the environment because any harm to it has direct negative impacts

on their ability to answer to their needs.

The equilibrium these ILCs have with nature is embodied in their lifestyle which relies on their

traditional spirituality, values, laws, knowledge, innovations and practices. This set of elements has

developed in relation to the lands the ILCs have traditionally lived on. Their spirituality arose from

the emotional relationships with the living organisms and natural elements they live with and has

guided the creation of values and laws that seek to preserve nature and that inspire a lifestyle in

harmony with the land on which they recognize they depend on. Their knowledge is based on the

species that inhabit those lands and allows them to obtain what they need without breaking the

natural equilibrium.
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This whole system that guides their lives is embodied in their bio-cultural heritage6 that arises from

their interconnection with the land. It is their bio-cultural heritage that leads them to have a

lifestyle that promotes the conservation of their environment (Jonas et al., 2008).

Therefore, in order to conserve biodiversity Parties do not only need to share the benefits of the

utilization and sale on the market of TK. It would simply be the recognition of its economic value.

Neither would it be enough to safeguard the knowledge itself, as in a book. It would preserve its

cultural value but not its value for conservation and sustainable development.

"We hope that countries […] can come out with a new model of big support for indigenous people,

their communities, their ways of life, their traditions and their knowledge. Not only to preserve the

knowledge by writing about it and making sure it is preserved but by making it into a living, thriving

system that in the future will become stronger and stronger. "

Martin Khor - Third World Network (Gaberell and Waeber, 2008)

Such a living, thriving system is the key for the conservation of biodiversity and is based on the

whole bio-cultural heritage. It is the heritage that Parties have committed to preserve to achieve

the CBD goals. Since ILCs need to maintain the connection with their lands, ecosystems and

resources to preserve their bio-cultural heritage, the CBD Parties have to guarantee the

conservation of such lands and resources, by tackling the issues that threaten them and by

recognizing the rights ILCs have over them.

Under the light of the Akwé: Kon Voluntary Guidelines for the Conduct of Cultural, Environmental

and Social Impact Assessments Regarding Developments Proposed to Take Place on, or which are

Likely to Impact on, Sacred Sites and on Lands and Waters Traditionally Occupied or Used by

Indigenous and Local Communities adopted by CoP 5 in 2000, what also comes out of this wider

interpretation of article 8j is that if a biological or genetic resource is accessed in a way that derives

from an associated TK or if the access has an impact on the bio-cultural heritage of ILCs, such access

has to be subject to the PIC of the ILCs. It has to be done on MAT with the ILCs and the benefits

6 Collective Bio-Cultural Heritage is defined by the International Institute for Environment and Development as “Knowledge,

innovations and practices of indigenous peoples and local communities which are often held collectively and  inextricably

linked to traditional resources and territories; including the diversity of genes, varieties, species and ecosystems; cultural and

spiritual values; and customary laws shaped within the socio-ecological context of communities. These components of

knowledge systems and their ongoing interaction are fundamental for the creation and preservation of traditional

knowledge, and are often linked to knowledge of cosmic forces (as part of indigenous peoples ‘cosmovision’ or holistic

worldview).” CBD information document, UNEP/CBD/WG8J/4/INF/18. (Bavikatte et al., 2009)
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arising from it have to be equitably and fairly shared with the communities. This commitment is

bolstered by the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People, approved in 2007

by the UN General Assembly. Article 26 of the Declaration states that “Indigenous peoples have the

right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or

otherwise used or acquired.” and calls for the legal recognition of such rights through national

legislations. Article 32 also calls the States to recognize and protect the cultural heritage of the

indigenous communities and to “consult and cooperate in good faith […] in order to obtain their

free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and

other resources”. Even if the Declaration is a non binding document, it acts as a strong support to

the wider interpretation of 8j and can help the negotiation of more fair and equitable ABS

arrangements.

The dark side of ABS

The ABS regulatory framework is a big step forward for the recognition of ILCs’ rights and for the

conservation of biodiversity. However, depending on how an ABS agreement is negotiated it may not

be really beneficial and it may well have negative consequences for both communities and

biodiversity.

The overall political, social and cultural changes the ILCs need to undertake to enter ABS negotiations

might be a threat to their bio-cultural heritage. Turning a TK into a commodity (see Appendix II) and

entering the free-trade market could require a set of adaptations that could weaken the links within

the communities and between the communities and their environment and drive them towards the

loss of the practices relevant for the conservation of biodiversity.

Most ILCs lack experience and skills to negotiate at the same level with the institutions willing to

access their TK (Laird and Wynberg, 2008). The interests of the latter – i.e. a company interested in

creating new products for the pharmaceutical or cosmetic markets - are usually pursued by expert

lawyers, while the communities have to rely on external legal advice that might not always be able to

fully understand and advocate for their interests. Companies are very likely to offer monetary

benefits as they are the easiest commitments to fulfill. Receiving money may or may not be a great

victory for a community. If the money is miss-managed it may lead to a state of dependence or be

used to fund unsustainable development or to fuel corruption. Benefits such as employment in the

different stages of production; supply of the product by the community; involvement in the product

development and marketing stages, grants for education and support in land rights claims, are only a
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few examples of the benefits that could be more beneficial than money in protecting the

community’s bio-cultural heritage.

Moreover if the ABS arrangement disregards customary laws and values of the ILCs it risks weakening

their authority and compliance and, consequently the ties that fasten together behaviour and

respect for biodiversity. Unfortunately, the formal recording of rules and principles is not common,

so communities might find themselves unprepared when the well-meaning user asks for a clear

directory of the rules it has to comply with.1.3. Hypothesis: entry requirements for indigenousand local communities
The answers the international community has given so far to the challenges ABS agreements raise –

i.e. the Bonn Guidelines and the ABS-MTs – have mainly concentrated on the users (Jonas et al.,

2009). Not much attention has been given to the providers’ side and to the characteristics, skills and

support ILCs need to have to negotiate an environmentally and culturally sound agreement able to

help the fulfillment of the CBD goals.

Whilst not denying the importance of setting guidelines and frameworks of actions for users, in this

research I focused on the provider’s side and – with the help of Natural Justice – I hypothesized that

the ILCs need to comply with three “entry requirements” to successfully participate to an ABS

negotiation.

Before listing the requirements I believe essential, it is necessary to keep in mind that Article 8J lays

down a “pre-requirement” for the ILCs. 8j only addresses those ILCs that are holders of knowledge,

innovations and practices that embody traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and

sustainable use of biodiversity. Not all ILCs are holders of associated TK and the CBD only commits

Parties to respect, preserve and maintain those knowledge, innovations and practices that are

significant for the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity.

According to my hypothesis, this pre-requirement is necessary but not satisfactory. The community

does not only need to be a holder of associated TK. The whole bio-cultural heritage that embodies

the community’s TK, its principles, rules and values needs to be leading the lifestyle of its members. If

the bio-cultural heritage is lost, then the community has lost the set of elements that traditionally

linked it with its lands and biodiversity and, with it, also its equilibrium with the environment. For the

bio-cultural heritage to be still living, the community needs to have rights over its traditional lands,
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where the heritage took its shape and where its members can embody their traditional lifestyle

relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. If the bio-cultural heritage is lost

and the community has no rights over its lands, the sharing of benefits rising from the wider

application of TK – a mere fraction of the heritage - cannot be a means to strengthen or safeguard

such a lost link and, through it, promote conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. There

would be a missing ring in the chain.

The second “requirement” I set out, is that the ILCs have access to a system of good governance. If

the ILCs lack a community governance with the essential characteristics to deal with an ABS

negotiation – organized structure, legitimacy, mandate to represent all involved communities - they

need to quickly create a brand new one. Creating a new system of power under the pressure of being

left out of the negotiations, may lead to the establishment of a government that lacks the essential

expertise, legitimization and structure to represent the communities, their interests and their needs.

On the other hand, if a community governance system is already in place but it does not have a good

relationship with the communities, it does not take care of their needs and preferences and it does

not respect customary laws and traditional values, the agreement can be the cause of further

mismanagement. In both cases, the process of consultation would be flawed and the communities

may end up seeing their TK and resources being commercialized and their laws being broken and

values being lost by a government that does not fully represent them.  As a consequence, trust

between members of the communities may be lost, conflicts may arise, the authority and compliance

of laws and values may be weakened, the inner equilibrium of the communities may be broken and

the survival of their bio-cultural heritage threatened. Besides, the lack of good community

governance is aggravated by the lack of a national legislation on the ABS regulatory framework. The

implementation of article 8j is subject to the national legislation and such absence leaves the

community government without a clear framework to follow and rules to comply with.

The third “requirement” is the availability of resources: time and funds.

ILCs need time and money to become fully conscious of the inalienable and ever-existing rights over

their TK and to become able to negotiate on an even level with the user. The lack of money and time

might impede the ILCs from being able to set out clear conditions for the access. They might, for

example, not be able to set the terms to prevent the company from harming their environment with

unsustainable practices and from not respecting their laws and values. Moreover, the ILCs, not yet

confident with options and benefits available, might not be able to obtain or even just ask for the
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most appropriate ones and end up granting access to a TK or resource vital to their bio-cultural

heritage for little or nothing.

For these reasons in my research it is proposed that on top of the “pre-requirement” stated in article

8j:

the indigenous or local community is the holder of traditions, innovations and practices

embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of

biological resources.

also the following requirements are necessary for a Benefit Sharing agreement involving ILCs and

associated TK to achieve the CBD goals:

the bio-cultural heritage of the ILCs is preserved and respected in the community;

a good governance system is in place;

enough resources - money and time - are available to the community.
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Background

In order to test my hypothesis I conducted interviews in two San tribes, the Khwe, in Botswana and

the #Khomani, in South Africa. The San have been chosen because they are holders of ancient and

extensive TK and have already been involved in ABS negotiations and agreements. In particular I

focused on the Hoodia benefit sharing agreement that closely involved the #Khomani San community

I worked with.2.1. The San
“And every time there are these meetings with governments they end up talking about black and

white people, this is the only division they make. But I tell them no: I am not white, I am not black, I

am a San! It means much more.”

Collin Louw, Chairman of the South African San Council  (2009)7

Once upon a time the Southern part of Africa was inhabited by several tribes of nomadic people that

called themselves: Ju|’hoansi, Khwe, ||Ani, G|wi, Naro, Hai||om, !Xoò, #Khomani, !Xun, ||Gana,

Tshua, ||Xekgwi, !Ui8 (le Roux and White, 2004) (fig.1).

7 Interviewed by the author on the 20th of May 2009, SASI office, Upington, South Africa.
8 The | ‘ ! # symbols indicated the different click sounds of the San language.
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Fig.1: Map of the San tribes of Southern Africa (KFO, 2008). Circled in blue the location of the #Khomani Kalahari farms.

Circled in green the location of the Khwe communities I worked with.

Each tribe had little contact with the others, but they all shared the same hunter-gatherer

livelihoods, a similar click-sound language, traditional dances and rock art, and the same future of

marginalization, enslavement and poverty under the common name of San. For at least 20.000 years

they lived in the area now encompassed between the boundaries drawn by the European colonizers

of Angola, Botswana, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Throughout millennia of life in

the desert and semi-desert African lands the San learnt to live on the rich biodiversity those lands

had to offer and to take care of it for the present and future generations (le Roux and White, 2004).
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In less than 2,000 years, since the arrival of the Bantu and the Europeans, more than 300.000 San

turned from being the ancient and unique lords of their lands to being “the most impoverished,

disempowered, and stigmatized ethnic group in Southern Africa” (Sylvain, 2002). Today, only

approximately 88,000 San remain. Most of them live as marginal poor struggling to make a living in

the new market-economy world, lacking rights over their lands and the education to fully integrate (J.

Suzman, 2001).

Respectively in 1966 and 1994, the Botswana and South African governments declared the equality

of all citizens and started a process of recognition and restitution of land rights to the people evicted

during the many years of colonial rule and apartheid. A number of organizations have been

established since those dates to support the development and empowerment of the San.

During my research in Botswana I worked with the Trust for the Okavango Cultural and Development

Initiative (TOCaDI) and the Letloa Land, Livelihoods and Heritage Resource Center (LLHRC); in South

Africa I worked with the South African San Institute and the Working Group of Indigenous Minorities

in Southern Africa (WIMSA).

The first three are part of the Kuru Family of Organizations (KFO). It was established in 1986 and is a

network of NGOs that works to support the rights of the San and to promote their sustainable

development. TOCaDI, based in Shakawe, in the North of Botswana, serves as a development support

structure for the San and the Bukushu (Bantu-speaking communities) in the Okavango sub-district.

LLHRC aids San communities in north-west and western Botswana to sustainably develop through

Community Based Natural Resource Mapping (CBNRM) and land and cultural programs (KFO, 2007).

SASI works with the South African Northern Cape San communities to help them become able to take

control over their life and culture. Finally, WIMSA, established in 1996 (Hoering, 2004), is a network

for information exchanges that advocates the rights of the San by providing training and advice on

land tenure and development and by providing a platform for discussion (WIMSA, 2007).
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2.2. The Hoodia deal
In 1995 the South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) patented the bioactive

component, P57, (Wynberg, 2004) of the Hoodia gordonii (fig. 2), a succulent perennial Apocynaceae

sensu Endress & Bruyns, (2002).

Fig. 2: Hoodia gordonii in flower (Hubner and Trankle).

In 1998 the CSIR licensed the patent to the UK company Phytopharm for the development and

commercialization of products for the pharmaceutical market. In the same year Phytopharm sub-

licensed the pharmaceutical company Pfizer for the development of a new dietary drug. In 2004 the

consumer giant Unilever took the place of Pfizer signing a joint development agreement with

Phytopharm (Laird and Wynberg, 2008).

Long before all this, the San used to call the Hoodia Ghaap, !hab, !Khobab (Bavikatte et al., 2009b)

and used it as a hunger and thirst suppressant during their hunting trips. In 1963, through a project

on edible wild plants, CSIR discovered the use of the Hoodia from the San but when it patented P57 it

ignored the rights of the San on their TK. The lack of a South African ABS legislation at that time

made it easier for CSIR to obtain the patent without any level of involvement of the San. Only in

2001, thanks to the media outbreak started by the UK newspaper The Observer, the San found out

about the patenting. With the help of the NGO Biowatch and the WIMSA sponsored human rights

lawyer Roger Chennells, they entered into negotiations for their first Benefit Sharing agreement

(Laird and Wynberg, 2008). In less than two years, the San, spread across hundreds of communities
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in six countries had to discover what the ABS framework was, understand how it worked and what

rights it entitled them to and had to negotiate an agreement regarding one of their ancient TK

without the support of any national legislation. The lack of national legislation caused many issues -

in particular concerning the means of identification of the rightful holders of the knowledge and of

the mandate to make decisions on it (Laird and Wynberg, 2007).

After a series of CSIR-funded workshops (Wynberg, 2004), WIMSA decided to include in the

agreement all San of South Africa, Namibia and Botswana – none of which had national ABS

legislation at that point. Then it mandated the new born South African San Council – whose secretary

and chairman were and are part of the #Khomani community I worked with - to negotiate the

agreement on behalf of all San. Time and money for community consultations had soon run out

though (Bavikatte et al., 2009a), so in 2003 the Council had to sign an agreement without the

possibility to engage in further consultations.

Signing the agreement the San Council decided to close its eyes to the lack of PIC for patenting of the

TK in the hope to get something out of a “desperate exchange” (Bavikatte et al., 2009a).

The CSIR-San agreement acknowledges the San as the holders of the TK on the use of the Hoodia and

leaves them to deal with any third party claiming for its rights on the TK (Wynberg, 2004). This

decision harmed the right of the Nama9 – that make use of the Hoodia as well– to enter into future

agreements (Bavikatte et al., 2009a). The agreement also states that any intellectual property that

may be developed by CSIR shall be and remain vested in the CSIR10 (Wynberg, 2004).

In the agreement CSIR committed to conserve biodiversity, to undertake best practice procedures for

plant collection, to fund study bursaries and to further collaborate in bio-prospecting activities with

the San (Wynberg, 2004). The monetary benefits, on which the Council mostly pressed on, consist of

6% of all royalties and in 8% of the milestone payments received by the CSIR.

To manage the monetary benefits the San Council established the Hoodia Trust, composed of

members elected by the South African, Namibian (not yet existing) and Botswana (established in

2008) San Councils. The Trust collects and allocates the money: 25% to WIMSA for administrative

expenses and 75% equally to the three Councils - which then have to use it to cover internal

expenses and to fund sustainable development projects proposed by the communities.

9 The Nama are an indigenous group settled in the coasts in South Namibia and North-West South Africa (Bavikatte et al.,

2009)
10 Provision 4 of the benefit-sharing agreement between the South African Council and the CSIR, March 2003.
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During the CSIR-San negotiations new – and sometimes fake – Hoodia products appeared on the

market (Wynberg, 2004) and were supplied mainly by uncontrolled wild harvesting. In fact, in 2004

concerns arose regarding the sustainability of the collection on the Hoodia wild population and at the

13th CoP of the Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species (CITES) Hoodia was listed in

Appendix II – international trade of specimens collected form the wild allowed only within fixed

quotas.

In the same year, South Africa enacted the Biodiversity Act that requires the involvement of ILCs

holder of a TK in bio-prospecting activities. However, the regulation to give effect to the Act was only

established in 2008. Botswana has no ABS regulation yet (UNEP and IAS-UN, 2008), while in Namibia,

where the Access to Genetic Resources and Associated Traditional Knowledge Bill has been under

development since 1998, an Interim Bioprospecting Committee (IBPC) was established in 2007 to

deal with the issue in the meantime (Shikongo, 2007).

In March 2007 WIMSA signed, on behalf of the San, a Benefit-Sharing agreement with the Southern

African Hoodia Growers Association (SAHGA) for the supply of raw Hoodia to the market. The San

were acknowledged as the holders of the TK and entitled to receive a levy – to be directly received

and managed by WIMSA - for each kg of dried processed Hoodia sold (Laird and Wynberg, 2008).

Up until today the Hoodia Trust has received 587,305 South African Rand11 (Bavikatte et al.,2009a)

and the likeliness of  receiving more has dramatically dropped in November 2008 when Unilever

pulled out of the agreement (Bavikatte et al., 2009a). Since then, no further official decisions have

been taken on the future of the Hoodia patent.

11 Circa 52,544 Euro at the June 2009 exchange rate (www.it.finance.yahoo.com).
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2.3. The Khwe of the Okavango Delta
In Botswana I worked with the Khwe San tribes in two communities - Shaikarawe and Gudigwa

(fig.3).

Fig. 3: Shaikarawe and Gudigwa, the two Khwe settlements visited and Shakawe, where the local KFO office is. Okavango

Delta, Botswana.

I also conducted some interviews with KFO members in Shakawe, the main village in the area.

Shaikarawe, Gudigwa and Shakawe are located in the Okavango Delta, a Ramsar site of

approximately 68,640 Km2 occupied by a number of San and Bukushu (Bantu speakers) communities.

Each community is ruled by a Village Development Committee (VDC), elected every three years, a

headman – elected with a life-long term – and by a number of traditional chiefs. The area is divided

www.it.finance.yahoo.com
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in Wild Life Management Areas, named NG1 to NG45 (fig.4), where hunting or capturing wild animals

can only be practiced within certain quotas (Cirelli and Morgera, 2009).

Fig. 4: Wild Life Management Areas – NG1 to NG45 -,Okavango Delta, Botswana.
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Shaikarawe, located in NG7, counts approximately 500 members (Gakemotho, personal

communication). It is situated 15 Km west of Shakawe, the closest center with a petrol station and a

supermarket, to which is connected by a gravel road. The community members live in mud huts

gathered around the water pump. No electricity is available in the area and no infrastructures are

present, while mobile connection is available.

Gudigwa is situated in NG2, about 200 Km away from Shakawe to which it is connected by a gravel

road in very poor conditions – it takes about 4 hours drive and a ferry trip. Gudigwa was established

in 1999, when the government, under the Remote Area Development Program, invited the San

scattered in NG11 and NG2 to gather in one settlement in order to benefit from the facilities the

government provides to villages of a certain size. Since its establishment, the Botswana government

built a few small detached buildings that house a lower primary, elementary and intermediate

school, a police station and a health center with two nurses. There are no electricity or

telecommunication facilities in the area. The community members live in mud huts gathered around

the few water pumps.
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2.4. The #Khomani of the Kalahari.
In South Africa I worked with another San tribe, the #Khomani of the southern Kalahari (fig.5).

Fig. 5: Map of the #Khomani farms of the Kalahari, South Africa. Red dot: location of the farms in South Africa.
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The community was established in 1999 (see Appendix II) after a group of #Khomani submitted a

land claim to the government. They were assigned 40,000 hectares of semi-desert land about 50

Km from the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park (KTP) where 6 farms are located: Andriensvale, Erin,

Mieshooppan, Scottiesfarm, Utikoms and Witdraai, 5 to 20 Km from each other. The government

also assigned 25,000 hectares of land inside the Park under strong restrictions (no settlements

allowed, limited hunting rights).

The community is made up of a group of families that started to gather since the Land Claim and that

come from different areas of South Africa. Missing a traditional common leadership, the

management of land and community was assigned to the Communal Property Association (CPA)

trust, composed of elected members and led for the first 4 times by Dawid Kruiper, the son of the

leader of the land claim.

Today the community counts about 2000 members. Most people live in metal shacks gathered

around one of the farms or Askham – where the petrol station is. Electricity and water system are

present but only a few houses are connected. In Askham and Andriensvale there is a small grocery

shop and a lower primary school and in Askham there is an elementary one as well. In Andriensvale

there is a SASI office and along the road between the two settlements there is a police station.

Literacy is still very low and the unemployment rate, 28.5%, is much higher than in the rest of the

North Cape area. 46% of the incomes derive from the labor market, 3 % from farming activities while

41% relies on money transfers from the government or the private sector (Bradstock, 2006).
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Methods3.1 Logistics
In order to support my hypothesis I conduced semi structured interviews with the Khwe and the

#Khomani. Natural Justice provided me with advice and logistic support in choosing the communities

and in contacting TOCaDI, Letloa and SASI for support while in the communities. The interviews with

the Khwe were collected in Shaikarawe and Gudigwa and some interviews on the Khwe were

collected in Shakawe at the KFO central Okavango office. The interviews with the #Khomani were

collected in the Kalahari farms and in the area close by.

A contract was signed with SASI to work with the #Khomani and an agreement was signed with

TOCaDI to work with the Khwe.

Semi-structured interviews of approximately 30 to 60 minutes were conducted in the communities.

Interviews were done with the help of two field guides suggested by SASI and TOCaDI to translate

form Afrikaans to English in the #Khomani settlement and from Khwe to English in Gudigwa and

Shaikarawe. As per contract, a compensation of 150 Rand was given in the #Khomani community  to

each interviewee while, under suggestion of the field guide, a pack of sugar was given as a

compensation in the Khwe communities.

The interviews were conducted where the interviewee was met, usually his/her house, and notes

were hand-written by me during the interview. During the transcription process wording and

grammar were improved to help readability with attention not to alter their meaning.
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3.2 Interviews
Two pilot interviews were done on the first day in each community in order to adapt the

questionnaire, but given the flexibility of the questions no big changes were needed.

Before the start of each interview I introduced myself and gave a short explanation of the purpose of

my research (see Appendix IV) and I clearly stated that I had no power to influence any decision on

the issue.

At the end of each interview the candidate was asked to suggest another person to be interviewed

and the field guide would then ask for the availability of that person. If that person was not available

the closest house would be visited. No preference on the gender was given and no one under the age

of 23 was interviewed.

Most interviews were done with ordinary community members (OCM) while a few others - more

flexible and more focused on specific issues - with people with a particular role in the community or

NGO.

Interviews’ scheme for ordinary community members

These interviews have focused on the following topics:

 Community life and status of the preservation of traditional lifestyle embodying knowledge,

innovations and practices relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biological resources:

o livelihoods;

o perception of community life;

o health remedies.

This information was collected to understand whether the community still preserves its traditional

lifestyle and bio-cultural heritage and lives in harmony with the environment and what are the

constraints of the perpetuation of a traditional lifestyle.

 The governance system and the works of the local NGOs:

o the understanding of the current governance system;

o satisfaction with the local governance;
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o involvement in the community projects;

o opinion on the work of the NGOs working in the community.

This topic was covered to look at the current understanding, involvement and satisfaction with the

local government and with the work of the local NGOs. These answers were compared with those

given by NGOs’ staff and community leaders.

 Benefit Sharing agreements: knowledge, opinion, conditions and benefits:

o understanding and knowledge of the ABS national and international regulation, of

the Hoodia Benefit Sharing agreement and of new deals under discussion.

o opinion on the possibility to make an agreement concerning the community’s TK;

o conditions to accept the agreement ;

o benefits desired.

These topics were covered to look at the possible consequences of new Benefit Sharing agreements

in the communities. After asking whether the interviewee had ever heard about the ABS regulation, I

questioned him/her on their desire to enter a hypothetical Benefit Sharing agreement for the use of

a TK. In order to make it clearer, I asked about the use of a TK related to any local plant and that

would involve a company willing to trade the plant on the world market. Unless the interviewee

thought it independently, I asked whether he/she would prefer to receive direct monetary benefits

or to be engaged in the local harvest of the plant and be paid for the sale. I then asked what are the

conditions he/she would pose to accept the agreement and what are the benefits he/she would like

to receive.

Interviewees

In the Khwe communities, in three weeks, the following people were interviewed:

In Shakawe:

 the Khwedom Council secretary;

 2 Khwe researchers of KFO.

In Shaikarawe:

 12 OCM;

 the VDC chairman;
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 a member of the VDC;

 a traditional healer.

In Gudigwa:

 12 ordinary community members (OCM);

 the headman;

 the VDC chairman;

 a member of the VDC;

 2 traditional chiefs;

 the #Heku Community Trust chairman.

In the #Khomani Kalahari farms, in two weeks, the following people were interviewed:

 20 OCM - 5 others refused to be interviewed;

 the South African San Council secretary;

 the South African San Council chairman;

 a member of SASI;

 a trustee of the Hoodia Trust;

 a representative of the community at the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues

(interviewed at the Upington SASI office)

The citations of the interviews done in the result section are reported in Appendix V according to

the following symbols and followed by the number of citation per village:

 Shakawe: SH

 Shaikarawe: SK

 Gudigwa: GW

 #Khomani Kalahari farms: KF
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Results of the field work4.1 Interviews with the Khwe
Status of the preservation of traditional lifestyle embodying

knowledge, innovations and practices relevant for the conservation

and sustainable use of biological resources

Shaikarawe (fig.6)

Fig. 6: View of Shaikarawe (photographer: author, July 2009).
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Livelihoods, perception of present life

We are mixing the modern and past way of living.

Dedom, Shaikarawe (2009)

In Shaikarawe none of the middle-aged or old people I interviewed attended school but all parents

said their children do. Since the closest school is more than 15 Km away and there is no transport

service, children live in the school dormitories and stay away from their families and traditions for

most of the year. Classes are in Setswana and there is no special treatment for the Khwe. For this

reasons school is perceived at the same time as an important opportunity for the next generations

and as a possible threat to the preservation of the Khwe culture (SH1).

Every interviewee listed veldt products as the main source of food for his/her family (SW1) - as it is

confirmed by the LLHRC report on Shaikarawe Forestry Initiative (LLHRC, 2009). Many lamented the

lack of veldt products found today in the area, especially during the dry season.

A theme that emerged suggests that the insufficiency of veldt products is due to the incursions of

outsiders, Bukushu, and of a few Khwe, that make improper use of the natural resources of the area.

The Khwe tradition imposes not to collect veldt products before they are ready because, as one of

the traditional healers explained (SW2), through artificial maturation in holes dug in the ground a

part of them goes rotten. Therefore, when outsiders harvest early and over harvest for sale purposes

(LLHRC, 2009) they leave the Khwe who are respectful of the traditional harvesting methods with

little or nothing to live on. Moreover the Bukushu often chop trees down to use the wood or to

collect fruits and damage the veldt to increase the fuel load by burning it in the wrong seasons

(SW3). As one of the community members explained, the Khwe only burn the veldt between January

and July, when the roots are still wet and the fire does not damage them. Each year seven hectares

of forest are destroyed because of negligent burning (LLHRC, 2009).

The VDC has forbidden early harvesting, cutting trees down and the sale of veldt products but, since

the community has no ownership of the land or authority on its management, it cannot enforce

restrictions on outsiders.

Moreover, as it emerged from the interviews, even though there are not governmental restrictions

on veldt products collections, since hunting is not permitted, prolonged periods of time in the veldt

are seen with suspicion by the rangers and occasionally end in detentions for suspected poaching

(SW4).
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These limitations on gathering plus the interdiction of harvesting make it impossible for the settlers

to rely only on natural resources (SW5).

None of the interviewees have cattle and only a few have a crop – which are not very productive due

to the very poor soil of the area (LLHRC, 2009). To survive, all interviewees hitchhike to Shakawe to

buy bags of maize, rice and sugar whenever they have money to do so. The only sources of money

are the few Kuru projects and the government grants for elders.

Health remedies

Almost all interviewees claimed to rely on modern medicine and not to trust the traditional one

because they are not used or because they have been advised not to during the health programs

(SW6).

A few explained to me that they would be happy to use traditional medicinal practices but there are

no traditional doctors left. Others told me that there are traditional doctors but they cannot afford to

pay for their consultation and healing dance fees. I was very surprised to hear this because payments

for healing practices are banned by the San tradition (le Roux and White, 2004).
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Gudigwa (fig.7)

Fig. 7: View of Gudigwa from the other side of one of the Okavango streams (photographer: author, July 2009).

Livelihoods, perception of present life

As in Shaikarawe, all middle aged and old interviewees told me that they did not attend school and

that their children do. The fear of the loss of traditions due to school attendance is not as strong as in

Shaikarawe because children do not have to live in the school dormitories until high school.

In Gudigwa life is less dependent on veldt products. Most people cultivate a piece of land, have some

cattle provided by the government, receive governments grants or have temporary jobs in tourism

activities in NG22 and NG23 and buy maize, rice and sugar in the local “shops”12 and meat from local

cattle.

As in Shaikarawe, the community feels that the restrictions on hunting and migrations are leading

them to lose a part of their culture and traditions (GW1). Those that have more knowledge of the

San culture and practices – mostly the elders – expressed a feeling of sadness at the idea of losing

12 Huts-shops selling a few long-lasting basic products and that often run out of provisions.
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traditions but do not regret the changes occurred since the settlement in 1999 (GW2). In fact, the

general feeling concerning the present and the past is that in the past they were freer to move and to

hunt but also that the new facilities are an improvement and a first step towards an “easier and

better life” (GW3 – GW4).

Health remedies

Almost all interviewees prefer to go to the local clinic than to rely on traditional medicine for the

same reasons of the Shaikarawe people: mistrust, lack of traditional doctors and impossibility to

afford their fees.

The governance system and the work of the local NGOs

In Gudigwa and Shaikarawe all interviewees stated that decisions in the community are taken by the

VCD and the headman. Not many knew when the next elections would be but they were confident

they would be informed and would vote.

Shaikarawe

Local governance

In Shaikarawe almost all interviewees answered positively to the question: “Are you happy with the

decisions the VDC and headman are taking?” The negative answers only came from those who

showed little or no participation in the village life.

The government is appreciated for a number of reasons, e.g.:

 creation of a water pumps in the village – despite episodic interruptions;

 support to orphans and elderly living alone;

 yearly organization of bush-clearing ;

 creation of two community gardens.

The community gardens are organized in collaboration with TOCaDI but are not working at the

moment for unclear reasons. Most of the people seemed to be waiting for TOCaDI to come one day

or another with the seeds while others had guessed some reasons for the delay – such as the poles

being eaten by the ants and the lack of fuel to pump up the water for irrigation. The VDC chairman

told me that the seeds, the fuel and the pole issues are being addressed but that the community is

not showing much collaboration in the project.
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The interviewees showed two opposite attitudes towards the limitations the VDC imposed on the

harvest of veldt products. Some are really happy about them because they see them as the cause of

an improvement in the state of the natural resources and feel that respect and understanding of

their importance is being spread in the community (SW7). The only two ladies that showed hostility

towards such limitations have been directly affected by them as they did not use to respect the

traditional harvesting methods and rules.

The work of the local NGOs

The LLHRC and TOCaDI are running a number of projects in Shaikarawe (KFO, 2008). The most

relevant ones are the Shaikarawe Forestry Initiative and the Khwe Oral Testimony Project.

Shaikarawe Forestry Initiative

In 2005 selected members of the community started to map the location and to record the use of the

natural resources of the area - NG1 and NG2. The LLHRC then presented the maps to the local

Forestry and Range Departments to support the creation of a community-based forest reserve. If the

reserve is approved and the land allocated the community will be assigned management rights on

the local natural resources. The community is still waiting for an answer from the Department that,

in the lack of a national legislation on the topic, is delaying the allocation. In the community there is a

general feeling of abandonment from the LLHRC due to the lack of feedback. Despite that, the

project is still seen as the best way to solve the problem of the outsiders (SW8).Those that were

directly involved in the mapping process and have a clearer understanding of the project also see it

as an opportunity to improve the knowledge of the traditional harvesting methods and to create new

jobs in the monitoring of the area (SW9). The VDC chairman also spoke about tourism activities that

could be developed in the area once the reserve is created (SW10). This idea is really appreciated in

the community and expectations are high.

Khwe Oral Testimony Program

Through oral testimony interviews conducted in Shaikarawe and other eight Khwe communities of

the Okavango, the LLHRC recorded, in a series of three booklets, traditional practices, language and

veldt product uses of the Khwe (LLHRC-KFO, 2007). As explained to me by one of the LLHRC

researchers, the aim of the project was to record the Khwe traditions before they pass away with the

elders so that they can be discovered by non-Khwe and especially by the future Khwe generations

(SH2). Generations that, the researcher lamented, have less and less knowledge of the culture of

their ancestors. This project was also connected to recording the Khwe language to produce a book.
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It was meant for a literacy program that the Ministry of Education had promised to run in the local

school that, after an initial success, had to be halted due to a lack of funds.

Despite this, the participants in the program I interviewed are very positive about its outcomes and

see it as a great tool for the restoration of traditional uses of the natural resources of the area

(SW11).  In fact, the limitations the VDC imposed on veldt harvesting and burning are based on the

information on the traditional uses collected during this project and on the assessment of the miss-

use of natural resources done during the mapping for the forestry project.

After the Oral Testimony Program, LLHRC became a member of Phytotrade13 with the intention to

develop the community-based production and sale of veldt products. Both the LLHRC researchers I

interviewed underlined the need to inform and consult the community through the VDC in case of an

agreement with Phytotrade. Moreover one of them showed to be highly concerned about the

possibility of the knowledge to be stolen as has happened in the past (SH3).

Gudigwa

Local governance

In Gudigwa I found a good balance between the people that are satisfied with the work of the local

government and those that are not. Satisfaction is due to the facilities created since 1999 – date of

the settlement -, the distribution of free herds of cattle every year and the creation of jobs in tourism

activities in NG22 and NG23. Even though the VDC and the headman have an important role in the

coordination of these activities, it is the Botswana government and KFO that made them possible.

Some misunderstanding on roles has arisen amongst the community. Those that lamented

dissatisfaction usually acknowledged the good work done in the creation of such facilities but

complained that the jobs and herds of cattle are only distributed to relatives and friends of the

members of the VDC. It would have been much more revealing to assess whether those that

expressed full satisfaction were somehow particularly close to the VDC members or headman.

13Phytotrade Africa is a non-profit organisation aiming at  alleviating poverty and protecting biodiversity by

developing an ethical and sustainable trade industry of natural products derived from plants indigenous to

Southern Africa (http://www.phytotradeafrica.com).
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The work of the local NGOs

TOCaDI, the LLHRC and Conservation International have worked in Gudigwa.

#Heku Community Trust

In 2003 TOCaDI supported the creation of the #Heku Community Trust (HCT) and of a land–use plan

concerning Gudigwa and other 3 San communities, for the allocation of CBNRM rights in NG 13. It

then organized the collection of oral history from the elders of the communities on the traditional

uses of lands and of their resources, on the nomadic routes of the past and on the traditional land

ownership system and produced maps and booklets with this information. As one of the members of

LLHRC told me, these workshops were meant to preserve a fading away knowledge, to give cultural

and historical support to the claim and to better develop the management plan.

The HCT chairman explained to me that in NG13 they had planned to organize photographic and

trophy hunting safaris, a camp site, traditional dancing and story-telling and a craft and veldt

products sale. The sustainable use of natural resources was the focus of the project and all

interviewees showed to understand and appreciate the idea (GW5 - GW6).

However, six years after the Land Board and the Botswana Wildlife Office have not yet given an

answer so hopes in the village have been lost. The community, especially the members that were

involved in the oral history collection, seemed to have had very high expectations of the project and

to be strongly disappointed by the delay (GW7).

Okavango Community Trust

Similarly but successfully, TOCaDI supported 5 San and Bukushu communities to create the Okavango

Community Trust (OCT) for the management of NG22 and NG23. As the headman told me, about 20

people from Gudigwa are employed there in the tourism activities by a company in a joint venture

with the OCT. On top of it all the company pays a fee of 20,000 Pula to each village and 150,000

Pula14 to the OCT every year.

Bukakhwe Cultural Conservation Trust (BCCT)

Lots of enthusiasm and disappointment was also shown by the community towards the BCCT. The

Trust was formed with the support of CI in 2002 to organize photographic and walking safaris,

campsites, cultural tourist activities such as dancing and story-telling and production and marketing

14 Circa 2,044 and 15330 Euro at the August 2009 exchange rate (www.it.finance.yahoo.com).

http://www.phytotradeafrica.com
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of crafts (Schuster, 2007). For a few years the project brought income and involvement to the

community but in 2007 the camp site burnt down and since then nothing was rebuilt. No one, not

even the headman, was able to explain why.

As part of the project, CI organized workshops on the conservation of traditional knowledge of the

Khwe and on its importance in tourist activities. All interviewees knew about the workshops and

most had attended at least one of the different sections: traditional medicinal, craft making,

traditional dancing and many others. When asked about the importance of traditional knowledge

every interviewee referred to the CI workshops and to the message they sent (GW8).

Benefit Sharing agreements: knowledge, opinion, conditions and

benefits

Shaikarawe

Knowledge of the ABS framework

Both the VDC chairman and the VDC treasurer had heard about the ABS regulation but only the

chairman had heard about the Hoodia deal. He knows very little about the destination of the benefits

earned so far and about the recent withdrawal of Unilever and gave the impression to think that the

deal does not really concern the Khwe. When asked about entering a hypothetical Benefit Sharing

agreement, the chairman and the treasurer both said that they would accept to enter in negotiations

with a company or another institution for the use of their traditional knowledge, but only under strict

conditions. They see the Benefit Sharing agreement as a good opportunity for the community but

only if the community has an active role in it.

They both think that the agreement would be acceptable only if the production and harvest of the TK

related plant are done locally by the community and do not accept the idea to let the company

directly access the seeds or the TK (SW12).

They both spoke about the need for the company to take care of the marketing side of things and the

treasurer also spoke about people from the village having to be trained to work with the company

and “control what they do”.

They also said that the decision would have to be taken by the VDC after consultations with the

whole community, with the obligation to report back once the decision is taken.

www.it.finance.yahoo.com
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When asked:

“Have you ever heard about the possibility of companies giving benefits to collect traditional

knowledge on how to use some local veldt products? For example to obtain information on

medicinal plants to make products to sell on the big market?”

All OMC but one answered that they had. They all said that either TOCaDI or “some white guys”

came, some specified “two years ago”, and told them about the commercialization. I guess that the

information was spread during the Kuru Oral Testimony and CBNRM workshops and during some

interviews and community theater and workshops organized by Saskia Vermeylen15 in 2007 (personal

communication).

Opinions and conditions

All the interviewees said they would accept to give their knowledge to the company but only if a

contract was signed to bind the company to pay them back. There was a general feeling of mistrust

towards the outsiders and some lamented that in the past it had happened that “white people” came

to ask questions on traditional uses and then left without giving anything back.

At first they all spoke about asking the company for money but when I asked whether they would be

happier if the company periodically paid a certain sum of money or if the company came and bought

the product from the community, they all agreed that the second option would have been much

better. Then, most made the point that the company should not be allowed to access the veldt. They

don’t trust the company and, with my question, came to the conclusion that it would probably

overharvest and damage the veldt, just like the Bukushu do (SW13 – SW14).

Decision making

All interviewees agreed that the agreement and the benefits arising from it would have to be

managed by the VDC. Only a small minority said that the community had to be informed about the

decisions taken.

15 Lecturer at the Geography Department, University of Lancaster, Lancaster, UK.
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Benefits

To the question on how they would use the money nearly everyone showed to have a clear opinion

on their possible uses. The most widespread desire was the improvement of the health service - by

buying a car to reach the hospital or building a shelter for the mobile clinic – followed by the creation

of employment through the organization of a craft shop, a camp site in the forestry reserve or a farm

to grow and sell vegetables. Other uses mentioned were the creation of a school, of a shelter for the

elderly and the construction of an office for the meeting and the storage of documents of the VDC.
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Gudigwa

Knowledge of the ABS framework

Neither the headman, the VDC chairman nor the VDC member I interviewed knew about the ABS

regulation or ever heard about the Hoodia agreement. They all linked what I was talking about to the

Conservation International’s work in the community. They took for granted that an agreement would

involve local production and thought it would be a good idea as it would be a source of income and

of employment for the community. No-one expressed concerns about the use or misuse of the

natural resources by the company and only the VDC chairman underlined the need to sign a contract

to bind the company. For what concerns the money paid by the company, they showed interest in

using it to tackle problems related to their isolation: the purchase of a vehicle to reach the hospital,

the opening of bigger shops and the improvement of the road that connects Gudigwa to other

villages until Shakawe.

Even though all the interviewees said they heard about the commercialization of traditional

knowledge none of them knew about the ABS regulation. They all heard about the commercialization

during the CI workshops and pictured it as involving craft selling, guided trails and dancing for

tourists.

Opinions and conditions

After I briefly explained it, all interviewees gave a fully positive response to the idea of an agreement.

They took for granted that they would be employed in the local production and harvesting of the

product and pictured it as a project like the CI one. I tried to explain the difference but not always

with success.

When I mentioned the possibility to sell the TK and leave the production to the company, everyone

answered he/she would prefer the community to take care of it. For most the reason was the local

job creation and for a few it was the fear that the company might over or improperly access their

natural resources (GW9).

Decision making

Even though some complained about its work, they all agreed that it would be most appropriate for

the VDC to deal with the agreement and the management of the benefits, monetary and non.
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Benefits

The word most used in the response to the question on the preferred use of the money paid by the

company was development. It was used as a complete answer both to my question and to all the

problems of the community. Development is perceived as the key for a better life, a life similar to

that of the white people passing by the village: easier and happier. When I asked to specify what they

meant they mostly spoke about income generating projects and the creation of infrastructures,

better supplied shops and shelters for the elderly.
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4.2 Interviews with the #Khomani

Fig. 8: View of Askham, Kalahari #Khomani farms, South Africa (photographer: author, June 2009)

Status of the preservation of traditional lifestyle embodying

knowledge, innovations and practices relevant for the conservation

and sustainable use of biological resources

Livelihoods, perception of present life

All interviewees but one – Sanna Witbooi, a lady who was born in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park

before the eviction – originally come from towns or from white owned farms where they lived with

little or no contact with other San families. When I asked whether they received much education on

the life of their ancestors, only Sanna Witbooi proudly told me about healing dances, traditional ways

of harvesting and making medicines with the right plants and the right procedures, while most of the

others said they knew little or nothing about it.

The language spoken in the community is Afrikaans, only Sana Witbooi and another old lady spoke

#Khomani. As a young lady explained, before 1994 their white masters did not allow them to and

would beat them if they did.
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None of the interviewees has a crop or any cattle. One of the SASI staff member and an ex member

of the CPA said people do not have the skills to look after them and that the government never

fulfilled its promises to provide training.

The only sources of food for the majority are the few little local shops and Upington, where they go

whenever they can afford to. When I asked why they did not gather veldt products, the most

common explanation was that they are not used to doing it, they do not know how to and that

anyway there is not much to collect in the area. Only two ladies living very far from any shop and

Sanna Witbooi said they collect some veldt products but stresses that they are not enough to survive

on anymore (KF1).

None of the interviewees said they hunted (KF2). As Suissi Bok - of the local SASI Office - and Dion - a

traditional healer - explained, there are no game animals in the area of the farms. To hunt in the KTP

a special permit is necessary for every access and the prey cannot be taken out of its borders. Even if

they had had access to enough wildlife most of the interviewees said were not taught how to hunt

and thought it much easier to buy meat from the shops.

Government grants for the elderly or children and young people are the main source of cash. A few

of the interviewees has a part time job in one of the SASI projects. The grants and part-time jobs

allow people to survive but not to rise from their poor conditions. It is made harder by the fact that

the consumption of alcohol is very high in the community (KF3). A few times I came close to

someone for an interview and my field guide suggested we leave because that person was drunk.

Moreover, one evening my field guide experienced some issues with an drunk man complaining

about not being interviewed. It was not the only episode of hostility from the community. Five

people refused to be interviewed without giving any explanation.

The general feeling when interviewing the youths was that they were not really concerned about

having any employment. None of them expressed much sense of initiative and desire to change.

Despite this, they all complained that there were no jobs. Suissi Bok explained to me that people

expect SASI to find them jobs without any effort from them. They take for granted that it is due to

them.
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The schools are up to 15 Km away from some of the farms and the school bus does not work

regularly. It was common to meet children around during school hours.  As Suissi and Dion told me,

some parents think that they do not need school because they are San. On the contrary, Suissi and

Dion thought that school, nowadays, is the only answer for a better future that neither of them sees

in the community. In the Kalahari farms future expectations are very low in terms of both modern

and traditional life (KF4). As also Annetta Bok, a #Khomani Natural Justice Fellow and San

representative at the UN permanent Forum on indigenous issues said the community lacks will to

work to change the state of things.

Health remedies

All other interviewees but Sanna Witbooi declared to prefer the clinic and the western medicine

because this was what they were used to and did not trust traditional medicine.

The governance system and the works of the local NGOs

Local governance

The CPA, Community Property Association, due to an accusation of maladministration and to the lack

of financial records, was dismissed in 2002 and the administration assigned to the General Director

of Land Affairs (Holden, 2007). In November 2009 new elections will be held in order to reestablish

the CPA16.

To the question “who do you think is taking decisions in the community at the moment?” the most

common answers were: “I do not know” or “no one” plus someone suggest SASI. There is a big

confusion and feeling of anarchy in the community. There is no general administration of services

with the exclusion of school and police station - that are under the South African government-, and

the activities organized by SASI.

No one showed any appreciation towards how things are running in the community but no one

precisely blamed anyone for it. I found a good balance between people who voted in the last CPA

elections and those that did not. For what concerns the next elections no one knew the date and

most showed either no interest either hostility towards the idea of participating.

16 Personal communication by Collin Louw, secretary of the South African San Council, Upington.
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I met one of the old CPA members who informed me about his will to run for the next elections.

When I asked about his proposals for the community his answer clearly showed the little interest he

has in improving the community (KF5).

The work of the local NGOs

The local SASI office is not only the center for the coordination of the community projects but also a

gathering point and the staff, on top of the office work, deals with issues regarding the single

community members.

SASI supported the #Khomani during the Land Claim and now is dealing with the effective

implementation of the rights earned and the request for more extensive ones.  It is also running a

number of projects in the community.

SESIN- art and craft center

There is a little local production of jewels and handkerchiefs sold to tourists. Three women have

been temporary employed in the shop. The project has been reduced in the last few years due to the

lack of funds - in fact two of the women I interviewed said they used to work for it but then they had

to leave.

Health and information centers (fig.10)

Fig.10: SASI information center in Andriensvale, Kalahari #Khomani farms, South Africa (photographer: author, June 2009)

Both centers are meant for tourists and community members and are run by a few youths. Two of

the women that work there are enthusiastic and said they learnt a lot on the San culture and history

since they started the project. The two guys are not as dedicated and prepared to answer questions
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on the San culture. Not many tourists pass by and the use by the locals is almost nil. Two of the

interviewees said they would sometimes get traditional medicines from the center - they both live

close by – but none of the interviewees sees the center as a place to go to ask for information.

Community garden

With the aim to improve the supply of fresh vegetables in the area - only arriving now and then to

the two white people owned shops – SASI created a community garden where everyone can go, be

trained to grow its own vegetables or buy those produced by the members paid by SASI.

One of the ladies in charge of the garden explained that they grew carrots, beetroots, onions and

much more but no one came to buy them or to help farm (KF7).

When I asked people why they did not buy vegetables from the community garden, a few answered

that they did while others had no explanation. The unemployed youths I asked why they did not

participated answered they were too busy with other things.

Track and trails training

Since the beginning of this project 26 trackers have been trained to take tourists around the KTP or

to teach young #Khomani traditional hunting practices. Unfortunately they are not the only park

guides and the hunting trips are really limited because of the restrictions in the park and the lack of

games in the farming area.

Benefit Sharing agreements: knowledge, opinion, conditions and

benefits

Knowledge of the ABS framework

I had the opportunity to interview Andreis Steenkamp and Collin Louw, respectively the chairman

and the secretary of the SASC and Tommy Busakhwe, a Hoodia Trust trustee.

Neither of them had a clear idea of the future of the Hoodia deal but they all saw it as being very

dark. While Louw lamented the lack of enforcement and hoped that the entry into force of the

Biodiversity Act would give them the instruments to force compliance on the contractual

agreements, Steenkamp blamed the indirect connection between the San and Phytopharm as the

cause of the failure. They both complained about not receiving the due payments from the SAHGA –

claiming privacy reasons not to reveal the Kg of Hoodia sold - and about the fact the CSIR, even

before the withdrawal, had not respected its promises to provide training and jobs.
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As they both confirmed, so far the Hoodia Trust has received money but no project has yet been

proposed by any community. As Tommy said, there is no standard procedure for the application and

no information has been spread throughout the communities on the possibility to apply for funds for

development projects.

When I asked about the lack of information and involvement of the community in the Hoodia deal

(Vermeyland, 2008), Louw and Steenkamp said that people know but do not care. They added that

the SASC had no responsibility on the issue. It received the mandate by WIMSA – that even though it

is advocating San’s interests is not a representing body – to make the deal and that it is a CPA

responsibility to inform the communities and that even if they wanted to they had no funds to visit

all South African’s communities.

Steenkamp said that last year SACS signed a new benefit-sharing agreement on the use of the

Sceletium17 (fig.9) - a succulent with mood-elevation and anxiolytic actions - that involves only the

South African San and a 5% share with the Namibian Nama.

Fig. 9: S. tortuosum in the wild. [On line] Available from www.cahuinadencul.com.ar/kanna_sceletium_tortuosum.htm.

He showed a lot of confidence on the success of the agreement in particular because less people are

involved in it (KF6). When I asked about the other San he replied that the other San Councils were

consulted and that they agreed that the Sceletium is only a South African knowledge and therefore it

is fair for them to be the only beneficiaries.

During my work with the Khwe communities I interviewed the Khwedom Council (Botswana San

Council) secretary, Collen Tsima, who knew nothing about the Sceletium deal. I also asked to a few

17 Sceletium tortuosum, family Aizoaceae (Sajeva and Costanzo, 2000).

www.cahuinadencul.com.ar/kanna_sceletium_tortuosum.htm
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community members and to one of the LLHRC researchers whether they knew and used the

Sceletium and I was told they do not.

When I asked Louw about new deals on the board he denied the existence of any and guaranteed

that if a new one was signed it would involve all San, regardless the provenance of the plant or the

traditional knowledge.

Finally I asked Louw and Steenkamp whether any customary law or traditional practice and values

existed and whether they would have asked for their respect in future Benefit Sharing agreements.

They both answered that all customary laws ask for is the San to be informed and given something in

return for their TK. Since there is no formal record of any customary law on the issue, they are free

not to apply them even if the community feels there is.

About half of the interviewees knew what the Benefit Sharing agreements are and about the Hoodia

deal but only Sanna Witbooi, ex member of the South African San Council, showed a clear

understanding of the regulation in place and of the outcomes of the Hoodia deal. The others showed

confusion and strongly lamented the lack of feedback received. No one knew about Unilever’s

withdrawal or what the royalties paid have so far been spent on (KF8).

Opinions and conditions

The totality of the interviewees – except Sanna Witbooi who refused the idea of any new agreement

- accepted the idea of an agreement to sell their TK to a company with the only condition that the

community received something back.

A very small minority also spoke about the need to receive feedback on the development of the

production and no one – but Witbooi (KF9) - thought there was any customary law or traditional

value or way of production that had to be respected by the company.

When I asked about their preference on receiving royalties from the company or organizing local

production and being paid for the sale, the majority showed preference for the involvement in local

production because it would create jobs in the community. A few answered that the royalties system

would have been better because they did not know how to gather or cultivate.
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Decision making

On issues concerning who should take the decisions on the agreement and on the management of

the benefits, almost all the interviewees favoured the involvement of the whole community over any

other option – especially the handing over to the CPA.

Benefits

Even though I listed a few different options of non monetary benefits – such as training and

education, support in rights’ claims or in conservation or restoration activities – all showed

preference for direct payments. Most said that money could be used for job creation projects.  When

I asked what they meant exactly, most were not able to answer and a few attempted explanations

such as the construction of a fast food place or of a swimming pool to give jobs and facilities at the

same time. The second most common answer was the construction of new houses, followed by the

improvement of the water system.
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Discussion5.1. Limitations
Because of the limited time I could spend with the communities, my sample size might not be fully

representative of the whole community. Time also limited the perception I could have of the life in

the communities.

Neither of my field guides could speak very good English and it was the cause of some

misunderstanding.

I also realized that the best approach to explore the topic of my study is not the one by one

interview. A participatory approach involving community workshops, where the members could

discuss topics would have helped them to understand the issue better and me to better evaluate

their opinions.

On what concerns the theoretical side of my work, I focused on agreements between companies and

ILCs for the development of products for sale, while the ABS framework encompasses a much wider

range of arrangements.

Through the development of my study I understood that the formulation of my hypothesis contained

a flaw, as the availability of resources is not a proper “requirement” of the communities but instead a

condition under which the agreement is negotiated.

Moreover the conclusions I have drawn, come from a European girl sitting at her desk in front of a

computer. They are likely to be strongly different from the conclusions that a member of an

indigenous or local community would have drawn.5.2. Results analysis
The bio-cultural heritage of the ILCs needs to be preserved and

respected in the community

In Shaikarawe and Gudigwa the lack of full rights on lands and resources does not allow the Khwe to

live in a fully traditional way. They cannot be nomadic or hunt; they have limitations on the access to

veldt products and cannot interdict outsiders’ access. Health posts and modern medicine have filled

the gap of passed away or too expensive traditional doctors and children are learning less and less

about the San traditions as schools keep them away from their families.
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Nevertheless the Khwe of Gudigwa and Shaikarawe still preserve part of their bio-cultural heritage.

They still speak the Khwe language and the elderly still hold an extensive knowledge of the old

traditions and practices. They know and respect most of the traditional harvesting methods and

struggle to keep the disrespectful Bukushu off of their lands.

When asked about hypothetical Benefit Sharing agreements, both communities showed interest but

also concerns. They dismissed the option of simply receiving royalty payments for the sale of the TK

as soon as I mentioned the option to locally harvest the TK related plant. They wanted to manage the

harvest themselves because they saw the company as lacking the knowledge and respect for the

veldt necessary not to threaten its conservation.

In Shaikarawe, where the bio-cultural heritage is more preserved, the members showed interest in

using the monetary benefits to improve the health post and to create environmentally sound jobs in

the forestry reserve. They clearly aimed at the development of modern - but in line with tradition -

and sustainable ways to use the natural resources. Some concerns remain for Gudigwa - for the

possible route “development” could take since the link with traditions and environment is not as

strong.

Confirming what Holden (2007) says, the bio-cultural heritage is only a floating ghost in the Kalahari

#Khomani farms. For the #Khomani, used to buying food from shops, entirely relying on western

medicine, living on government grants or part time jobs and often abusing alcohol, traditions and

equilibrium with the environment are just a dream in an empty and restricted land where nomadism,

hunting and gathering are not an option.

The #Khomani showed approval of the agreements under the sole condition that they be well paid.

No concerns were expressed about the respect of traditions or environment and the local production

option was as appreciated as the direct payments. They expressed the will to use monetary benefits

for job creating projects – likely to be attended by no more than a handful of people - or to construct

modern houses, build roads, fast-food places and supermarkets to give life to one more town in the

ancient lands of the San.

These results clearly show the contraposition between what a Benefit Sharing agreement could lead

to where the bio-cultural heritage is still in place and where it is only a ghost of the past. If the Khwe

show the will to make use of the opportunities given by an agreement to develop along with
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traditional sustainable practices, the #Khomani show the will to use them to make their lives more

and more similar to those of the unsustainable white colonizers. Even though the direct objective of

the Khwe is not always per se the conservation of biodiversity, their approach to livelihoods and

wealth improvement has positive outcomes for biodiversity.

As expected, the fieldwork results point out the importance of land rights for the preservation of the

bio-cultural heritage. In Shaikarawe, the Bukushu threaten the respect of traditional harvesting

methods because the community has no authority on the land to turn them away and the #Khomani

lost their bio-cultural heritage because of the eviction from their traditional lands. Therefore, Benefit

Sharing agreements need to be an instrument for the communities to maintain or expand their land

rights to positively affect the conservation of their bio-cultural heritage.

If the biodiversity of the land where the ILCs live has been depleted, having full land rights is not

enough. Even if the Gudigwa and Shaikarawe Khwe had full access to their resources, the veldt

products and the game would not be enough to sustain the whole community (Botswana

Government, 2009). On the other side, the #Khomani have full hunting rights on their lands outside

the KTP, but since the biodiversity has been depleted there are not resources to live on along with

the traditional lifestyle.

A good governance system needs to be in place.

My results - in line with what Wynberg (Laird and Wynberg, 2008) and Jonas et al. (2009) state -

show the need of a good governance system to be in place for a Benefit Sharing agreement to help

the achievement of the CBD goals.

In Shaikarawe and Gudigwa a recognized and almost fully appreciated local government system is in

place. When talking to the leaders, I found: the will to consult the community before and after the

stipulation of a hypothetical new deal; the strong determination to bind the company to respect the

traditional harvesting methods; the engagement in actions for the recognition of more rights over

the lands; and the desire to use royalties to keep funding KFO projects. Projects that so far have

helped the (re)spread of the respect of natural resources and the recording and diffusion of fading

away traditional knowledge.

It is self explanatory that the way such government would approach a new agreement would help to

preserve and where necessary restore the bio-cultural heritage of the community.
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On the other hand, the Hoodia agreement was negotiated by the new born San Council formed by “a

group of individuals who were tasked with representing a broken and widely spread community that

had never had a Council before let alone commodified their TK” (Bavikatte et al., 2009a). A Council

without  ground legitimization that, as shown by my results, had and still has not much will to take

care of the needs of the communities, of the environment and, as Bavikatte et al. (2009a) point out

as well, to ask for the respect of any traditional law when entering an agreement.

In the #Khomani farms the Hoodia agreement, as Vermeylen (2004) suggests, widened the gap

between the political class and the community - as shown by the totally unknown new Sceletium

agreement – and has had no positive outcomes on the lives and rights of the community members

(Vermeylen, 2007) and for the conservation of biodiversity (Jonas et al., 2008). The agreement has

not helped SASI to fund its projects and the lack of communication between government and people

did not put the community in the position to apply for funding to the Hoodia Trust.

With such governance the Hoodia agreement has been neither helpful to the restoration of a lost

bio-cultural heritage, nor to the community sustainably development.

Enough time and money need to be available to the community

As suggested by Humphreys (2006) in the SASI report on the Hoodia deal, the availability of time and

money is vital for the success of a Benefits Sharing agreement in achieving the CBD goals.

In Shaikarawe, even though some workshops on the ABS regulation had already been done, the

community did not appear to have a clear understanding of the issue. This is most likely not due to

the quality of the workshops but to the complexity of the subject. Similarly, in Gudigwa and in the

Kalahari farms it was common for the community members to misunderstand my explanations. The

concepts embodied in the ABS regulation are so distant from the culture of the San that only through

lots of work may they become confident enough to take conscious decisions.

The whole Hoodia agreement supports my hypothesis. The agreement had to be signed in less than

two years, starting from scratch and without the guide of a national legislation. The only institutions

in place at that time were WIMSA and the newly born San Council. Time and money were not enough

either to fully make up for the lack of expertise of the Council’s members, or to inform and consult

the hundreds of San communities spread across different countries. Also Vermeylen questions the

participatory nature of the negotiations (2007). In fact, during her fieldwork in San Namibian

communities she discovered that only small élites knew about the Hoodia deal. Today, six years after

the agreement, the Botswana San Council has only just found the funds to be established – and is not

operating yet – and the Namibian one does not exist. The difficulties I encountered in physically
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reaching the Khwe communities – in particular Gudigwa - make up another example of how time and

money consuming consultations are.

Time and money have also shown to be necessary to collect traditional laws and values relevant for

the agreement. In the Khwe communities I could easily get a clear picture of the traditional practices

and rules on harvesting of veldt products because of the spread of such information by the LLHRC

Oral Testimony project in seven years of research. In the Khomani community, where no such project

was run, the first impression was that there are no laws or values that the company would have to

respect. However, talking with one of the elderly members, it came out that such rules do actually

exist. They exist, but during the Hoodia negotiations the lack of resources impeded the SACS, as

Bavikatte et al. (2009b) explain, to adequately consult the communities on the issues and drove it to

sign an agreement without any regard for customary laws.

When I asked about the desired benefits, the first answer was always money. However, often, it was

not because it was the favorite option but because it was the only known one. As Jonas et al. (2009)

suggest, a similar situation occurred with the Hoodia agreement. The San Council, lacking expertise

and time to gain it, found itself unable to fully ponder the benefit options and by choosing a majority

of monetary ones signed a deal that today looks more like a “desperate exchange” (Bavikatte et al.,

2009b) than an agreement for the equitable and fair sharing of benefits (Vermeylen, 2007).

On the necessity to have enough money and time – and of good governance – the Hoodia case gives

us even more evidence. As Jonas et al. (2009) and Wynberg (2008) explain, during the negotiations

with the CSIR the San Council did not involve the Nama. The rush to sign the agreement, the fear of

missing a “great” opportunity and the lack of expertise on how to deal with such a complicated

border and community crossing issues – on which the national law was silent -, drove the SASC to

disregard the rights of the Nama.
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18 Circa 48,841 Euro at the August 2009 exchange rate (www.it.finance.yahoo.com).

Box 1: A good deal for the San: the Devil’s Claw

My hypothesis is also supported by  a case of a good Benefit Sharing agreement: the Devil’s claw’s

deal (fig.11.).

Fig. 11: Devil’s Claw (Available from: www.theherbalist.org.uk).

Devil’s claw’s, Harpagophytum species (Stewart and Cole, 2005), analgesic and anti-inflammatory

properties have long been known in the traditional system of the San (Bavikatte et al., 2009b) and

earned it a place in the European market since the mid-twentieth century (Cole, 2008).

Up until recently the market was supplied by an illegal and unsustainable harvest (Cole, 2008). In

2007, the Centre for Research, Information and Action in Africa (CRIAA) implemented a sustainable

harvesting program in the Nyae Nyea and N≠a jaqna Namibian conservancies - communal areas

established under request of a community over its traditional lands - where about 10 000 Ju/’hoansi

San live today. Thanks to the program more than 1 000 community members received the necessary

training and equipment to start local sustainable harvesting of the Devil’s Claw. In 2008 the Nyae

Nyae conservancy alone earned 542 00018 Namibian Dollars that have been used for the management

of the conservancy and  as a source of cash by the harvesters (Cole, 2009). The harvest is certified as

organic by EcoCert and is sold to an approved buyer at a higher price then when the collection was

done illegally in the conservancies (Cole, 2008).

The illegal and unsustainable harvest has been fully halted in the conservancies thanks to the

alternative source of income provided to their members and to the Devil’s Claw Management Plans

that allocate the responsibility of monitoring activities to harvesters and conservancies’ authorities

www.it.finance.yahoo.com
www.theherbalist.org.uk
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5.3. A step forward: Bio-cultural CommunityProtocols
In order to help the negotiation of new Benefit Sharing agreements as successful as that of the

Devil’s claw’s, at the 7th meeting of the Ad Hoc Open-end Working Group on ABS, held in Paris in

April 2009, the African Group proposed in its operational text the development of Bio-cultural

Community Protocols (BCP) (Bavikatte et al., 2009b)19.

A BCP is a formal non-binding document agreed upon by an indigenous or local community during an

extensive process of consultations and before entering in any ABS negotiation. During the process

the community – without the pressure of the limited time of the negotiations or of the interests of

the user – discovers and understands the ABS framework and its implications on the community

itself. Then the community states in the protocol: its understanding of its rights under the national

and international ABS regulations; the ethical and legal framework its bio-cultural heritage rests upon

and its implications for the access to TK and genetic resources; the nature – alienability or

inalienability – of its TK; the traditional uses of the resources of its lands and the way they benefit

from their conservation; its approach towards the sharing of benefits; the obligations that would

19 ABS negotiations\abswg-07-05-en.doc at p.52. [On line] Available from: http://www.cbd.int/abs/ir/

(Cole, 2009).

To be recognised as a conservancy, communities need to show that they are led by a recognised

leadership (NACSO, 2008) and once the lands are allocated they become responsible for the

sustainable management of their natural resources and hold rights to the benefits derived from their

use (Larrye and Weaver, 2003). The management of the Nyae Nyae and N≠a jaqna conservancies by

the Ju/’hoansi, now also funded by the Devil’s Claw’s harvest, so far has improved the conservation

of the local rich biodiversity (NACSO, 2008).

The Devil’s Claw’s is a well structured agreement, negotiated by a recognised community authority

with the help of open minded NGOs who had previously worked with the communities; it is an

agreement that works through the connection between the community, its traditional knowledge, its

land and still existing biodiversity and it is an agreement negotiated without the time pressure from

an interested user. It provides a beautiful example of the win-win scenario for biodiversity and

human needs that can result if the agreement is made under certain conditions.

http://www.cbd.int/abs/ir/
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arise from a Benefit Sharing agreement for the national government and for the user; who is the

holder of the mandate to make decisions upon TK or resources and any other clause it might

consider necessary. The protocols were conceived by Natural Justice, driven by its experience from

the Hoodia agreement and in the international ABS context. Basically, the protocols use the ABS

framework to create a tie to connect the community, its bio-cultural heritage, TK and resources and

the user.

Looking at my experience with the San communities, the bio-cultural protocols seem a good

instrument to overcome some of the obstacles I encountered.

First of all, BCPs allow the community the time to become active stakeholders, to gain confidence

with the ABS framework and to be able to make conscious decisions. They give the community the

possibility to set up the adequate governance structures and to gain the needed expertise before

entering the negotiations. Therefore, BPCs can help the community sign Benefit Sharing agreements

that can truly help the preservation of the bio-cultural heritage and act as an incentive for

sustainable development.

Secondly, the process itself can help the community to become aware of the importance of its TK and

resources and can be an incentive for their respect and conservation.

Moreover, protocols provide ILCs with legal support to claim rights on their TK and resources when

faced with users or governments denying them.

In addition, questions on the ownership of TK or resources – such as the one between the San and

the Nama – can be faced in advance and solved with a formal statement that may avoid future

conflicts and hostilities between ILCs.

BCPs are a very powerful tool in the hands of ILCs but there are some issues that need to be taken in

consideration.

While the community consultations done during the negotiations of a Benefit Sharing agreement

may be funded by the interested user, the BCPs pre-consultations might be harder to fund because

they do not have a direct economic return. This is an issue particularly if the consultations need to be

undertaken among different ethnic groups or communities spread across different countries and

sharing the same TK. The compilation of a single protocol for different communities might not be

feasible. The use of resources, the ethical and legal framework the communities rely on and their

livelihoods might be extremely different. Therefore the conditions of the access might be impossible

to reconcile in a single protocol. At the same time developing more than one protocol for the same

resource or TK might be the cause of further conflicts during the negotiations with an interested
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user. Therefore the use of BCPs must be evaluated case by case to find the most suitable way to

develop them.

The drafting of BCPs need extensive community consultations and in some communities it might be

an issue. During my field work I had the feeling that the communities had had an overdose of

researchers and workshops and that they were getting tired of the little outcome they saw from

them. Since the BCPs are expressly done outside any effective ABS negotiation they do not have any

immediate return and it might be very hard to involve the community. On the other hand, the

community might very enthusiastically participate and too high expectations might be raised.

Since the BCPs need to be coordinated by a NGO or other organizations, their visions and ideals are

likely to strongly influence the outcome of the protocol. For example, an NGO that believes in the

inalienable nature of TK might lead to the draft of a protocol that refuses any access to it. It could be

the best decision for the community, but it might as well be the cause of the missing out of

significant opportunities.

Nevertheless in my opinion the inclusion of the protocols in the ABS regime is highly desirable and

could really make a difference in the implementation of the ABS regulation.5.4. Conclusions and recommendations
How can article 8j and the ABS regulation help the protection of biodiversity and provide an incentive

for sustainable development?

On the basis of my fieldwork results and of the available bibliography, bearing in mind that article 8j

only addresses those ILCs that are holders of knowledge, innovation and practices relevant for the

conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, I think that ABS agreements need to involve ILCs

which are – at the moment of the agreement - the living representation of their bio-cultural

heritage. The customary laws and traditional practices, values, spirituality and knowledge need to be

living in the minds and actions of their members and be the guide for their lifestyle. If the bio-cultural

heritage is lost the protection of TK and the sharing of benefits cannot revive that complex

relationship with the land which is the link to protect biodiversity.

However, for ILCs to maintain their bio-cultural heritage they need to hold full rights over their lands.

Therefore the ABS framework needs to be an instrument to strengthen the community-land link by

helping the preservation or extension of land rights. Users of TK and associated resources are to be

called to use their expertise and resources to give legal and practical support to the communities in
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the process of land claims and to fight evictions and the impositions of unnecessary restrictions.

Today, governments claim the need to restrict access to biodiversity to protect it. However, ILCs that

truly are the living embodiment of their bio-cultural heritage are not a threat for the environment

but actually have an active role in its preservation.

If the environment the ILCs live in has been damaged and its biodiversity depleted, land rights alone

are not enough for them to survive along with traditions and free access to the remaining

biodiversity might actually be the cause of its definitive loss. To resolve this issue, article 8j can be

linked to article 8f that calls Parties to rehabilitate and restore degraded ecosystems and to article

10d that calls on them to support local populations to develop and implement remedial actions in

degraded areas where biological diversity has been reduced. The CBD preamble recognizes the need

of collaboration among States, international organizations and non-governmental actors for the

conservation of biodiversity. In line with its spirit, article 8f and 10d shall be used to call not only

Contracting States but any user to engage in remedial actions for the ILCs’ environment. The new

ABS regime could be the key to eventually bind users to make their contribution for biodiversity and

turn the ABS agreements into a successful economic tool for conservation.

The need to address ILCs that have preserved their bio-cultural heritage let arise a moral issue: shall

we only share benefits of the use of TK with those communities that have been lucky enough not to

be evicted from their lands, forced by new masters to refuse their identities and whose lands have

not been emptied by unsustainable practices of outsiders?

It would just be one more injustice in their history. For these communities ABS arrangements can be

an instrument to help the restoration of identity and self confidence and be an incentive for

sustainable development.

However, for this to happen there is a strong need for a good governance system led by a legitimate

government that is part of the communities and is willing to engage in endogenous processes – such

as the development of bio-cultural protocols - that let the communities decide the terms of the

arrangement: the type of deal, the role of the community members, the limitations on the use of the

TK or natural resource, the traditional laws that need to be respected, the benefits to be received

and the way they may be distributed. How can we make sure that only communities led by a good

government enter the agreements? Who has the authority to decide what good governance is?

These are open issues that at the moment the users have been left to deal with – probably the least

appropriate actors – and that let raise a call upon States and NGOs to work towards the

empowerment and the governance capacity building of ILCs.
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Good local governance is not enough: time and money are necessary as well. The ABS regulatory

framework is a very complex topic to get a grip on, totally alien to the cultural context of many ILCs.

Communities need time to evaluate the positive and negative outcomes agreements could have on

their ecosystem and bio-cultural heritage. Especially in Africa, where boundaries have not been

drawn by the dynamics of the indigenous populations but by European colonizers holding a ruler in

their hands, TK is likely to be shared among many communities located in different countries or

among different ethnical groups. For a correct Prior Informed Consent to be issued in these

conditions there needs to be enough time and money to properly organize community “education”

through workshops and involvement of experts, extensive consultations and training of leaders. The

development of bio-cultural protocols is the most desirable options but of course it cannot always be

feasible. Anyway their approach can also be adapted to work once the negotiations have begun - if

enough time and money are available.

Time and money are also necessary to assess the sustainability of those agreements that involve the

use of local natural resources and to evaluate the consequences on the environment of an increase

of the community members – that might occur due to an improvement of the welfare or in-migration

driven by the new opportunities.

National legislations are the most adequate tool to oblige users to allow ILCs the needed time and to

bear the costs of the communities “preparation” to become active parties in agreements. How much

the adequate time and money are cannot be stated by law though. Forcing users to wait for too long

or to bear immoderate costs may push them away. The national legislation needs to be strict and

flexible at the same time. The CBD national focal points are, in my opinion, the best authorities to be

put in charge to evaluate case by case and set the specific responsibilities for the users – and of the

ILCs. The new ABS regime will hopefully call for an improvement of this institution and will establish

its duties more clearly.

Finally, I believe that the supporting NGOs need to be orientated towards the involvement of all

holders of the TK and not only those the organization was established for - even if it makes the

negotiations more expensive, time consuming and hard to manage. NGOs play a key role in the

success of ABS agreements. They are the link between the community, the ABS regulations and the

users and their intervention is often essential to guide the community towards a rational use of the

time and money available.

The stronghold of the Convention on Biological Diversity is the recognition of the link between

people and environment and of the existence of a special link between some people and their
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environment. As the common but differentiated responsibilities principle drives the allocation of

duties between developed and developing countries, it also drives their allocation between people.

The CBD proclaims the role some indigenous and local people have in the conservation of the

planet’s biodiversity and calls Parties, institutions and people to help its preservation through the

respect of the Access and Benefit Sharing regulatory framework.

The ABS regulatory framework is a delicate web of interactions. It needs to be used with the

adequate attention and intentions for it to be a tool in the hands of ILCs to advocate for their rights

and not to become a tool to put ILC’s resources in the hands of users. Unless the existing interactions

among people, culture and environment are understood and honored it can become a way to simply

legitimate the exploitation of ILCs’ resources with a façade of “fair trade” which is not beneficial

either for the community or for the environment.

Fig. 12: Children in Andriensvale, Kalahari #Khomani farms, South Africa (photographer: author, June 2009).

I hope the regime under negotiation will not be reduced to one more set of recommendations and

guidelines but that it will be able to develop the necessary instruments – such as the bio-cultural

protocols - to make the ABS regulatory framework a tool for indigenous and local people to walk

towards a better and greener future.
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List of acronyms
Access and Benefit Sharing Management Tools (ABS-MTs)

Access and Benefits Sharing (ABS)

Ad-Hoc Open-ended Working Groups on ABS (WG-ABS)

Bio-cultural Community Protocols (BCP)

Bio-cultural Community Protocols (BCP)

Communal Property Association (CPA)

Community Based Natural Resource Mapping (CBNRM)

Conference of Parties (CoP)

Conservation International (CI)

Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)

Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species (CITES)

Gudigwa (GW)

Institute of Advanced Studies - United Nations University (IAS-UN)

Interim Bioprospecting Committee (IBPC)

International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD)

International Regime on Access and Benefit-Sharing (IR-ABS)

Kalahari Farms (KF)

Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS)

Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park (KTP)

Kuru Family of Organizations (KFO)

Land, Livelihoods and Heritage Resource Center (LLHRC)

Like-Minded MegaDiversity Countries (LMMD countries) Material Transfer Agreements (MTA)

Mutually Agreed Terms (MAT)

Namibia Association of Community Based Natural Resource Management (NACSO)

Non Governmental Organization (NGO)O

Okavango Community Trust (OCT)

Ordinary Community Members (OCM)

Prior Informed Consent (PIC)

Shaikarawe (SW)

Shakawe (SH)

South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
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Southern African Hoodia Growers Association (SAHGA)

Traditional Knowledge (TK)

Trust for the Okavango Cultural and Development Initiative (TOCaDI)

United national Environmental Program (UNEP)

Village Development Committee (VDC)

Working Group of Indigenous Minorities in Southern Africa (WIMSA)

World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD)

#Heku Community Trust (HCT)
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Appendix INatural Justice: Lawyers for Communities and theEnvironment
Natural Justice is a legal NGO based in South Africa that works at a local and international level to

help the achievement of the three objectives of the CBD and is currently focusing on Access and

Benefit Sharing law and practice.

At a local level, it works with indigenous communities to help them exercise their rights over their

lands, natural resources and intellectual properties by providing them with information, education

and training on legal issues affecting them. Over the last three years it has extensively worked with

the San, supporting the development of their governance ability to face the challenges arising from

the Hoodia Benefit Sharing agreement.

At an international level, it aims to contribute to the development of legal frameworks for the

protection of indigenous people’s rights and biodiversity. It provides legal and technical expertise at

negotiations of the international regime on ABS and to other initiatives that involve indigenous

communities and natural resources.

Natural Justice developed the bio-cultural community protocols, an instrument to improve the

community-based natural resource management and whose inclusion in the new ABS regime has

been supported by the African Group (Bavikatte et al., 2009b). Natural Justice is currently developing

the protocols as part of its activities with a number of African and Indian communities.

Natural Justice’s work is mainly financed by the German international cooperation enterprise GTZ

(Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit).
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Appendix IIThe commodification of traditional knowledge
“There are, in a civilized society, some things that money cannot buy.”

New Jersey Supreme Court (Michael, 199820)

The ABS regulatory framework places TK in the market and sets the rules for its trade, as a normal

commodity. A question that has been raised by indigenous people’s organizations is whether TK can

be turned into a commodity, become property of a single person or a collectivity and be alienated

(Bavikatte et al., 2009b). This question rests on the concept of bio-cultural heritage that sees TK not

simply as a set of information but as a process that arises from the relationships between ILCs and

their land, spirituality, culture and values. Along with this idea, turning the TK into a commodity and

alienating it means taking away the cultural and spiritual relationships it is based on to treat it as a

simple set of information.

On this issue two different currents of thoughts have developed (Bavikatte et al., 2009b).

One current of thought totally supports the inalienability of TK, asserting that it cannot be

commodified without adversely impacting the bio-culture of ILCs that have conserved and sustainably

used their ecosystem for millennia because the indigenous self […] is not a separate entity that owns

TK but rather that the self itself is constituted through the spiritual and customary relations with the

ecosystem and TK is one manifestation of such a relationship (Bavikatte et al., 2009b). On this line of

thought the Heart of the People Declaration21 states that: we uphold the sacredness of life and

oppose ideas, systems, world views and practices, including global finance and patent laws; which

define the natural world, its life forms and the knowledge of Indigenous Peoples as property or

"commodities".

The second approach to the problem talks about the “double nature” of TK. A dynamic nature that

consists in the relationship between the ILCs, their land and bio-cultural heritage. And a static one

that is the simple record of some of the outcomes of this relationship: the information on how to use

20 Cited in Bavikatte et al., 2009.
21 Adopted by the North American Indigenous Peoples Summit On Biological Diversity and Biological Ethics in 1997.
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a resource. The static nature is what can be commodified without negatively effecting the ILCs - as

long as they consciously consent to its “sale” and negotiate the agreement with an even bargaining

power. The effects of the agreement on the ILCs are seen as dependent on the fairness of the bargain

rather than on the abstract alienability or inalienability of TK. Each community has different values

and customary laws that will dictate whether for that specific community the “sale” of TK represents

a threat or an opportunity. This approach focuses on a process that is endogenous to the community

rather than on the general regulation put in place by governments and international institutions.

I agree with this approach, as I believe that it is not possible to talk about a unique set of values for

all ILCs. I think that if the ILCs are put in the conditions to take conscious and free decisions, they are

the best stewards of their bio-cultural heritage so they should be let free to decide whether to and

under what conditions to commercialize their TK. However this second approach must be applied

with care as it does somehow allow the simple sale of TK without any attention given to the

preservation of the bio-cultural heritage which could have no positive outcome for the achievement

of the CBD goals.

In conclusion, regardless of the approach chosen, a lot of attention has to be paid when addressing

the commercialization of the TK of a community: the risk of breaking its equilibrium or missing the

goals of the CBD is high. A lot of time needs to be spent talking over the issue to be sure it is fully

understood and accepted and that it helps the preservation of the bio-cultural heritage of the

community.
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Appendix IIIThe Kalahari land claim
In the XIX century the #Khomani San were forced to move to the deepest areas of the Kalahari, a

semi-desert area that South Africa shares with Namibia and Botswana. White explorers and

adventures landed in the uncontaminated paradise where the San had ruled for millennia, occupied

their lands piece by piece and exploited their rich resources. The San nomadic hunter-gathers

traditions, so perfectly in harmony with the environment, were not considered as meaningful forms

of land use from which any right over lands could raise. Diamonds, gold and other precious stones

were extracted while their original lords were evicted, enslaved and decimated in the first

concentration camps of history (D. Lapierre, 2008).

Some of the #Khomani of the Kalahari found themselves having to work as servants for white and

colored farmers, while a few others could maintain a more traditional life-style in the deep Kalahari

(Sylvain, 2002). In 1931 the lands of the last enduring traditional families were declared part of the

new Kalahari Gemsbok National Park (now Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, fig. 13) where they

remained working as wardens and herders for limited hunting rights, small wages and clothes.
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Fig.13: Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park. Map available from http://www.sanparks.org.

In 1973 (Sylvan, 2002) the #Khomani were definitely dispossessed of and expelled from their lands.

Some, under the apartheid rule, were moved to the newly formed Mier municipality, about 50 Km

south the Park, to work for the local farmers. Others started a new diasporas that took them to other

farms or towns around the country. At this stage, the old community was broken, most families lived

isolated from other San families with little if any contact with each other. The #Khomani found

themselves as part of the underclass, lacking the education and the rights to become part of the

“white” world and not allowed to follow their traditional ways of life. During this process they were

not simply evicted from their traditional lands but also stripped of their identity. Forced to speak

Afrikaans to survive and kept away from each other and their lands, they were assimilated and

dominated as an identity-less underclass of coloreds (Chennells and |Useb, 2004).

Ten years later, in 1983, in a game farm in the Cape Province the Hanaseb San were identified as the

last remaining #Khomani and turned into a tourist attraction (Chennells and |Useb, 2004).

In 1994 the end of the apartheid regime and the beginning of the African National Congress

government raised big expectations for the heirs of the #Khomani of the Kalahari. The 1913 Native

http://www.sanparks.org
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Lands Act, that limited the land property rights of black and colored, was finally withdrawn and the

1994’s Restitution of Land Rights Act 22 committed the State to give back the denied land’s rights.

Lead by Mr Regopstaan Kruiper, the #Khomani started the procedure for the restitution of their

evicted lands in the Kalahari with the support of the human rights lawyer Roger Chennells and of the

NGOs WIMSA and SASI.

In 1999 the government assigned them 40000 hectares of land about 50 Km south the KTP where six

white-owned farms are placed and 25000 hectares inside the KTP. The owners of the farms were

evicted and they were given to the #Khomani to be managed. They were also promised training in

agricultural and herding activities and involvement in some of the KTP activities and a share of the

Park revenues. Kruiper and his supporters decided to share the land all San interested to move to the

settlement. When the community was formally established 297 San, coming from all over South

Africa, settled in the restituted land (Chennells and |Useb, 2004).
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Appendix IVExamples of interviews
Here I report a sample interview for each of the community I worked with. Gudigwa and Shaikarawe

in the Okavango Delta, in Botswana, and the Kalahari farms, in South Africa, for the #Khomani.

Before each interview I introduced myself in the following way:

Hi, my name is Giulia and I am a student from UK. I am doing research on the San lives and culture,

on the development of the community and on the preservation and use of traditional knowledge.

With my work I cannot influence any decision taken in the community or outside it; my work is

simply for personal purposes. So, if you do not want to be interviewed I understand.

Shaikarawe

Interview collected in the morning of the 6th of July, in Shaikarawe. The interviewee (fig. 14) was on

the roadside hitchhiking to go to Shakawe. When the interview was concluded I gave him – and other

community members – a lift. The interview was conducted in Khwe and English through the

translation of my field guide.

Name: Gwavawu

Age: not known by the interviewee.

Place of birth: Shaikarawe.

Family structure: married with children.

Fig. 14: Interviewee from Shaikarawe (photographer: author, July 2009).
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Livelihoods and perception of present life

Do you have a job?

No.

What is your main source of food?

Life in the past depended on veldt products. Now we learnt from the Bantu speakers how to cultivate.

Do you have a crop?

Yes.

So you get most of your food from it?

No, I am not getting much out of the crop so I mainly live on veldt products.

Do you have cattle?

Yes, I have a cow.

Do you have any other source of income?

There is no other source of income here, only veldt products.

Health remedies

If you or a member or your family is sick, do you rely on traditional medicine or do you go to the health post?

If I am sick I organize traditional medicine for myself and then I am fine.

Do you make medicines for other people as well?

If people come to me I treat them and then they are fine.

Do you get paid for this work?

Most people do not pay cash. I usually treat them on credit and then when they can they pay.

Do you think that the use of traditional medicine is being lost?

What I realized is that the knowledge is getting lost. People now go to the clinic and when they go there then

they die. Maybe the clinic is what is causing them to die.

Are you teaching your knowledge to someone?

At the moment people do not believe in traditional doctors. Many think that they shall go for the modern

medicine. Only a few want the traditional doctor. I tell them not to lose the traditional system of healing.

Do you think that schools have a role in it?

Even though they kids go to school they should not lose their tradition. Even though they go away they should

remember who they are. They should preserve the culture of their parents. They get to high levels and then

they decide that they cannot waste their time with the traditional doctor.

The work of the local NGOs

Did you participate in any Kuru project?

Yes, the Oral Testimony Program.

Do you think it was a good program?
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The information that has been collected is the most important. It tells to the community the knowledge, the

culture, how the knowledge was used in the past. This knowledge should be known by the young people. They

need to know how to use the veldt products in the right way.

Did you participate in the Resource Mapping workshop?

Oh yes. I did most of it.

Do you think it is useful to the community?

I participated but now when I look back it seems that nothing happened. The work we did has not had any

outcome yet. No results so far.

It takes time to get the authorization and the land allocation from the government.

Yes, I understand. We are the ones that decided to have the reserve. If it is formed we will be the ones

responsible for the area. We know how to manage it. At the moment the fire is destroying the veldt. We are

telling the people from outside not to do it but they continue. If we get the land we will stop them. The

outsiders are very dangerous for the veldt. The people here know that they should not do any uncontrolled fire

and not in the wrong season.

Is there any other problem with the outsiders?

During the mapping survey we discovered the collection methods of the outsiders. They burn the veldt and

collect the monkey orange22 when they are not ready, take them home and put them in bags to get them

ready. It is not good, it is bad. It is better to collect them when they are ready. They are destroying the veldt.

Why is it bad?

You should only collect what you need for your family. If you collect more than you need and put it in a hole to

make it ripen then some of the fruits will rotten and you will waste a part of them.

Local governance

Who do you think is making decisions in the community at the moment?

The VDC and the headman.

Are you happy with the work they are doing?

Yes, I am.

Has something improved in the last 10 years in the community?

Today it is better than 10 years back.

In what way? What has changed?

Now it is better. There is a regulation in place. People are told that they should protect the veldt products and

that they shall only take what they need, no more. They are told to respect the natural resources.

What do you think are the main problems in the community at the moment?

The water is a problem. But they are trying to fix it. It is under process.

22 Strychnos cocculoides, family Loganiaceae (LLCH-Kuru Family of organizations, 2007).
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The health post is a problem as well. When people are sick they have to go very far on a donkey back for the

medication. The village is growing so it is supposed to have a place here.

School as well. At least for the very young kids. They have to go too far away. If they are sick the parents cannot

take care of them.

Benefit Sharing agreements

Have you ever heard about companies coming and paying for traditional knowledge on how to use some

local products? For example paying to obtain information on medicinal plants to make new products and sell

them on the big market?

Yes. Some white guys came. They negotiated with the community the terms to work together on the traditional

knowledge23.

Do you think it is a good idea to give your traditional knowledge to a company from outside?

Yes, we can get some benefits from our knowledge, it is good.

What kind of benefits would you want from the community?

Money and jobs.

What kind of jobs?

I would like if we had jobs to take care of the veldt products. We collect them for the company.

Is there any rule that the company would have to respect?

If those people want to work with us they will have to respect our rules. They would not be allowed to take

anything without our permission. They would have to respect the agreement otherwise we would stop working

together.

And the money? What would you like them to be used for?

They should be used for the creation of at least a low primary school. And also to build a health post. And the

water problem could be fixed and some rooms for the VDC should be built.

Do you think that all Khwe in different countries should benefit from the agreement?

Yes, everyone.

What about the other San. Do they have the same knowledge?

We all share the same knowledge.

So, should they be involved in the sharing of benefits as well?

Yes, we are the same thing, we do the same things, we should all share.

23 He is probably talking about the series of workshops done by Saskia Vermeylen in 2007.
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Gudigwa

This interview was collected in the afternoon of the 9th of July, in the front garden of my field guide.

The interviewee (fig.15) could speak a bit of English, so the interview was conducted in English with

the help of my field guide for the most complicated questions.

Name: Boatametse

Age: 30

Place of birth: small settlement close to Gudigwa

Family structure: single.

Level of education: intermediate.

Fig. 15: Interviewee from Gudigwa (photographer: author, July 2009).

Livelihoods and perception of present life

When did you move to Gudigwa?

I moved in 1986 because the government told us to gather in one place.

How was life before?

We were free to move around and there was no development. There were not many things to do like school

for the kids.

What did you live on?

Hunting and gathering. It was not restricted.

Was it better?

No, now it is better.

Why?

We did not have facilities. There were no shops. There was not enough to eat. We had no access to education

and our farming system was very poor. Now the government gives us seeds and cattle.

What do you live on today?

I work in community projects or for other people, like cutting poles, fetching firewood, building houses.

Do you have cattle or crop?
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No.

Where do you get most of your food?

I collect veldt products and I buy some from the local shops.

Health remedies

If you or a member of your family is sick, do you use traditional medicine or do you go to the health post?

I mostly rely on traditional medicine.

Do you prepare it yourself or do you ask someone else?

I prepare it for myself. I learnt from the elders and my father.

Do you think that this knowledge is fading away?

Yes.

Why?

I do not blame anyone. With the development we are kicking away our knowledge.

Even though we are losing our knowledge it is better here. It would be better if we could have development

but preserve our knowledge.

The work of the local NGOs

Did you participate in any of the Kuru or Conservation International (CI) projects?

Yes. The CI project. I was one of those that helped to collect the knowledge of the past life and traditions of the

Khwe. Then we taught people how to take care of the environment. Telling them the importance of plants and

how we can use them for medicine and that if you miss-use these plants they will disappear and we will not be

able to use them anymore. Sometimes it was done in workshops or of I met someone miss-using a plant I told

him to stop.

Is this project over now?

It is not working at the moment.

Was there something that involved tourists?

Yes, the clients used to come.

Were you a guide for tourists?

No. I only took care of collecting the knowledge and other people showed out traditions to the tourists or

worked in the camp sight.

Did you participate in the #Heku Community Trust project for NG13?

No.

Do you think it was a good project?

Yes, because they taught people how to respect plants.

Do you think people started to respect plants more?

Yes, but some people do not. They still miss-use them. Some people use plants useful for our health to eat

them or for fire wood.
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Local governance

Who do you think is making decisions in the community at the moment?

The adults are taking decisions ruling over the youths.

Who?

The VDC members and the headman.

Do you think they are doing a good job?

Yes. They did the clinic, the school, the drought project. They are trying to make changes in Gudigwa.

What do you think are the main problems in the community?

There are many problems in the community at the moment. We do not work hand by hand with the leaders of

the community. When it comes about development we do not come together, youths and adults.

Benefit Sharing agreements

Have you ever heard about companies coming and paying for traditional knowledge on how to use some

local products? For example paying to obtain information on medicinal plants to make new products and sell

them on the big market?

You mean like the CI project?

No. I am talking about something different. Basically, there are companies that are interested in learning

from traditional people about the use of plants or other local products in order to produce new things to sell

on the big market. There is a new regulation though that says that these companies cannot come here, for

example, learn about the use of a plant and then go away without consulting the community and without

giving anything back to the community. They need to respect the will of the community on the use of the

knowledge. And they also have to give to the community the benefits it wants.

Would you agree to give your knowledge away to a company in return of some benefits?

Yes, if I give the knowledge in return of something it is good, otherwise not.

What would you like in return?

They could pay us. So we can use it to make projects.

Would you be happier to receive some payments for giving the knowledge about the use of the plant away,

or to organize the local harvest of the plant and then sell it to the company?

I would prefer if they came and bought the plants from us.

Why?

It would be too dangerous if we give them the knowledge. They might not respect us and live us with nothing.

And if they go into the bush and collect the plants for themselves they might overuse the plants and then there

would be nothing left. We have to control the company.

If the company also paid some money, who would you like to manage them?

The VDC and the headman.

What would you like them to do with the money?

Develop the community. Create jobs for those that will not work for the company. Make projects. We will get

our own money beside the company.
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Any idea of what could be done?

We have so much knowledge of the bush. We know how to use the herbs. We have traditional dances and we

make baskets. All this could be used in a project like the CI one. It could be restarted. We could take the

children to learn about the herbs.

Do you think that all Khwe share the same traditional knowledge?

No. People in Gudigwa come from different placed and we have different knowledge of these things. But we

are all Khwe people.

So, it is the same with the other San tribes in Botswana and in the other countries?

Yes.

If an agreement on the traditional knowledge is signed with a company, should you all share the benefits?

The benefits should be given to the Khwe people. If we try to come together with the other San tribes we

would start pointing fingers at each other and it would not work.
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Kalahari farms

This interview was collected on the morning of the 29th of June, in front of the SASI craft shop. It was

collected in Afrikaans with the translation of my field guide close to Askham (fig.16).

Female

Age: 32

Family structure: 3 children.

Place of birth: Upington

Fig 16 : Group of houses in Askham, Kalahari #Khomani farms (photographer: author, June, 2009).

Livelihoods and perception of present life

When did you move to the Kalahari farms?

I arrived in the community 4 years ago with my family.

How was life in Upington?

I stayed at home I did not work.

Were there many other San families there?

No, everyone was alone there.

Do you have a job here?

Yes, I work at the SESIN craft shop24 but it is just a part time job. I sell the crafts, I do not produce them.

Do your children go to school?

Yes.

What do you think they will do in their future?

I do not know.

Do you think they will remain here in the future?

I think they will not because there are no facilities and jobs here.

Facilities? What do you mean?

24 Part of the craft selling project organized by SASI
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I mean a sport centre a swimming pool.

Where you get most of your food?

I buy food from the shop and when there is money I go to Upington.

Health remedies

If you or a member of your family is sick, do you use traditional medicine or do you go to the health post?

I go to the clinic.

Why do you prefer it?

I am not used to the traditional medicines.  I think it smells bad.

Local governance

Who do you think is making decisions in the community at the moment?

I do not know.

Did you participate in the last CPA elections?

No.

Do you know when next elections are?

No.

Do you think you will vote?

I do not know.

Benefit Sharing agreements

Have you ever heard about companies coming and paying for traditional knowledge on how to use some

local products? For example paying to obtain information on medicinal plants to make new products and sell

them on the big market?

No.

Have you ever heard about the Hoodia deal?

No.

Basically, there are companies that are interested in learning from traditional people about the use of plants

or other local products in order to produce new things to sell on the big market. There is a new regulation

though that says that these companies cannot come here, for example, learn about the use of a plant and

then go away without consulting the community and without giving anything back to the community. They

need to respect the will of the community on the use of the knowledge. And they also have to give to the

community the benefits it wants.

Would you agree to give your knowledge away to a company in return of some benefits?

Yes, if they pay us it is ok.

Would you be happier to receive some payments for giving the knowledge about the use of the plant away,

or to organize the local harvest of the plant and then sell it to the company?

It would be better if they bought the product from us.
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Why?

Because we would have more jobs.

If the company also paid some money, who would you like to manage them?

They could just give people the money. Or they could be used to create jobs and development

How? What kind of jobs?

SASI has made some projects and created some jobs but people are scared by SASI because the jobs

that it gives are not forever. Instead they could create a take away and people could work there with

a permanent job. And there would also be a place to go to eat. I would be good in two ways.
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Appendix VInterviews citations for the Results section
Shakawe

SH1

Now to go to school the kids have to stay in the hostel, away from their family. There they have to

speak Tswana with the teachers and the other kids. They cannot stay with the parents and learn the

language and the culture. They only come back for the holidays and it is not enough. And when they

come back they are not used anymore to sit around the fire and listen to the stories of the elders.

They want to read themselves, they are bored to listen.

Kotsi Tcxuyi, LLHRC researcher

SH2

We wanted to do it because our life history and our language is dying with the elders. We need to

write our traditions now, when they are still alive. We want to know how they lived, where they

lived. In this way the other people can know us.

Kotsi Tcxuyi, LLHRC researcher

SH3

We would have to sign an agreement that says that the seeds cannot be taken away from the plant

to be planted away. As it happened for the Hoodia. […]The company should not plant it for itself. It

should come here and buy the plant from us.

Kotsi Tcxuyi, LLHRC researcher

Shaikarawe

SW1

I go out to gather veldt products. There is no life here apart for that:  mongongo nuts and monkey

oranges25. There is only that.

Mattias

25 Respectively Ricinodendron rautanenii, family Euphorbiaceae and Strychnos cocculoides, family Loganiaceae (LLCH-Kuru

Family of organizations, 2007).
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SW2

During the mapping survey we discovered the collection methods of the outsiders. They burn the

veldt and collect the monkey orange when they are not ready, take them home and put them un

bags to get them ready. It is not good, it is bad. It is better to collect them when they are ready. They

are destroying the veldt.

- Why is it bad?

You should only collect what you need for your family. If you collect more than you need and put it in

a hole than some of the fruits will rotten and you will waste a part of them.

Gwavawu, traditional healer

SW3

You know the Monkey Oranges? They should only be collected when they are ready to be eaten.

When they are orange. But there are people that do not wait for them to be ready. They collect them

when they are still green, dig a hole and put them there for a week to make them mature quicker.

Our tradition says that they should only be collected once they are ready in the tree.

We also have rules on the fire. The Khwe used to burn the veldt. But they knew the right season to

do it. Otherwise it ends up killing the plants and the animals. October, November and December are

not good for it. We used to burn the veldt in August when the roots are still wet so the fire does not

kill the plants but only burns the grass.

Kotsi Tcxuyi, LLHCR researcher

SW4

These days there are restrictions. In the past people were collecting deeper products. Now you end

up being arrested.

Mattias

SW5

The difference with the past is that now everything is modern. We are not allowed to go hunting. In

the past the San survived by being free to hunt to go tracking. These days everything is restricted.

Before you went tracking and they shared what you got with the other families. Now everything is

money. If you hunt you get arrested. If you have no money how can you feed your kids?

Dedom

SW6

At the moment people do not believe in traditional doctors. Many think that they shall go for the

modern medicine. Only a few want the traditional doctor. I tell them not to lose the traditional

system of healing.

Gwavawu, traditional healer
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SW7

Now it is better. There is a regulation in place. People are told that they should protect the veldt

products and that they shall only take what they need, no more. They are told to respect the natural

resources.

Gwavawu, traditional healer

SW8

The Bukushu do it [the collection]in the wrong time. They say the land is of everyone and that they

can come whenever they want and collect them. They also become aggressive sometimes. If the land

is allocated then we will be able to patrol it and keep them out.

Aines, VDC treasurer

SW9

It is going to help by creating jobs for the monitoring of the natural resources of the area and by

giving people information on how to collect veldt products.

Abedi

SW10

We are planning to take the tourists around to show them our resources and how we use them in

our traditional way. We will organize walks with guides from the village to show them how

we are living. There is also going to be a self-catering camp site where some traditional activities,

such as dances, will take place.

Ronnie, VDC chairman

SW11

The information that have been collected are the most important. It tells to the community the

knowledge, the culture, how the knowledge was used in the past. This knowledge should be known

by the young people. They need to know how to use the veldt products in the right way.

Gwavawu, traditional healer

SW12

Because it is an intellectual property of the Khwe. We do not want to sell it. Otherwise nothing would

change for us, we would remain here and they would walk away from us. We are the ones that own

the knowledge. The community needs to be involved in the whole process, the production and the

decision making.

If the company is interested we can work together. But we will not let them take the traditional

knowledge away from here and use it somewhere else. We would be the ones that prepare the

product and then they can buy it from us.

Ronnie, VDC chairman
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SW13

We are the ones supposed to collect the veldt products and sell them. The company should not be

allowed to do the collection because they might take more than they should.

Skopo

SW14

It would be better if the community did the harvesting because there is a way of harvesting and it

should not disappear. When it is about collecting we do not collect the whole plant, we always leave

some so that is can grow back for the future.

Holiday

Gudigwa

GW1

We lost a big part of it.

The problem is that the government regulation does not allow us to live like in the past. We can’t

take what we want from nature as we used to. It might result in the loss of our way of living.

Thamaga, traditional leader

GW2

After the development we are kicking away our knowledge.

Even though we are losing our knowledge it is better here. It would be better if we could have

development but preserve our knowledge.

Boatametse

GW3

With the hunting and gathering we used to do we came back home and in less than a week the food

was finished. Now we have crops and other things that last longer.

Danger

GW4

Today you can see development. 10 years ago we were nomadic and we lived on hunting and

gathering. You had to wake up every morning and go out. Now you have more time to sit down and

think about the future.

Jony
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GW5

I was one of those that helped to collect the knowledge. Then we taught people how to take care of

the environment. Telling them the importance of plants and how we can use them for medicine and

that if you miss-use these plants they will disappear and we will not be able to use them anymore.

Boatametse

GW6

If you walk a few Km away you meet many different species and we protect them. There are rules in

place that do not allow you to go hunting because we are getting job opportunities from those

animals.

Ams, traditional leader

GW7

We thought that NG13 was the right thing, that it would give us a lot of jobs. We want the

government to tell us what is wrong with our application so we can change our mistakes. But now I

am hopeless.

Modias

GW8

CI made a huge workshop. They told us that the traditional knowledge is going to bring us more

development and job opportunities.

Amus

GW9

It would be too dangerous if they go into the bush and collect the plants for themselves. We have to

control the company. They might overuse the plants and then there would be nothing left.

Boatametse

Kalahari Farms

KF1

I gather the field potatoes and the watermelon like [field guide interpretation] fruits but it is not

enough, I also go to the shop.

Lady no. 7

KF2

We are not allowed to hunt in the Park and outside there is nothing to hunt.

Old woman.
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KF3

They have enough money to survive and to drink but not much more.

Sussi Bok, SASI staff member

KF4

This land is empty, you can’t live here like a bushman and you can’t live like a white man. And people

here do not want to work to change. They want someone else to do it for them.

Dion, traditional healer

KF5

There are more things that need to be changed inside the candidate life than in the community

Candidate at the November CPA elections

KF6

It is going to work very well. It will work better than the others because we know better how to

manage the situation. It is better if less people are involved. Less different interests and the

government is not involved either.

Andreis Steenkamp, SASC secretary

KF7

People are lacking the proud to grow something in their land. They do not understand how

important it is.

Lady in charge of the SASI community garden

KF8

I know about the Hoodia deal, I know they came to sign a contract to make a product. But there is

no CPA in charge anymore so we do not know anything else on it. No one came to tell us what

happened. The money had to go to the big account to be used for the community that asked to make

some projects but we do not know how to ask for that money. No one told us anything, we do not

even know whether there is money coming.

Anna

KF9

Do you think that you can take a plant from the ground and make a table out of it and it works?

No it cannot work. God gives us the plants. If you take a plant from the field and then take it home, it

cannot work, you have to use it in the field.

When you take a plant form the ground you have to give something back, you have to pay. With a

piece of your clothes, of your hair. I saw the big cultivations of Hoodia. When I saw them I cried. The

pant there were different, they were sick.

Sanna Witbooi, old lady from the KTP
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